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Elk management will continue to be more
complex and difficult as a result of:

Elk numbers being at twentieth century
highs in most areas of the west,
Increasing demands from both sporting
and non sporting publics,
Major concerns expressed by agriculturists
about competition and game damage and,
High values of elk from commercial
hunting (outfitting) and game farms.

Management of the western states and
provinces elk resource is being tugged at from
many legitimate directions. In many areas
there are more elk on private lands than is
tolerable, but on the other hand, elk on public
lands are sometimes negatively influenced by
the presence of domestic animals. There is a
wide range of preferences by sportsmen as to
what type of elk hunting opportunities
agencies should manage for. A consensus has
not been reached on how many bulls are
biologically necessary to maintain productive
elk populations. There is a growing number
of people who are not interested in hunting but
just want to enjoy wildlife from a non
consumptive aspect and/or who oppose public
hunting. Outfitting in some areas competes
with public hunting. Game farms and wildlife
ranching are a potential hazard to wild elk
populations from both a disease and genetic
dilution standpoint.
There are many unknowns regarding the
future of elk management, but one thing is
certain: if these issues are not successfully

addressed now, they will be more difficult to
face in the future and likely some
unrecoverable losses will take place. If there
are solutions to these issues they will not be
best derived by people working in isolation,
but by joining together, working
cooperatively, sharing knowledge (successes
and failures), and developing compatible
management strategies. This was a
management and participatory oriented
workshop. Attendance and participation from
sportsmen as well as agency managers was
encouraged.
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- ALASKA

PREPARED BY: Roger B. Smith
NUMBER OF WINTERING ELK: 850 - 950
COMMENT: 750 - 850 Roosevelt elk on Afognak /Raspberry Islands; 75- 100
Roosevelt and R o e Mtn. elk on or near Etolin Island from recent transplant (1987)
PRE-SEASON:
10
RANGE:
5-15
WINTER:
el0
COMMENT: Some bias because bull:cow ratios based on August aerial surveys and some
smaller bulls counted as cows.

BULLS1100 COWS:

CALVESJ100 COWS:
SUMMER:
37average
RANGE:
35-50
COMMENT: Biased because some yearling males are indistinguishablefrom cows in aerial surveys
RESIDENT TAGS:

TOTAL: 540 (resident hunters afield)

TOTAL: 30 (non-resident hunrars &ld)
GRAND TOTAL: 570 (hunters afield)
COMMENT: 1991 data. Non-residents parti'cipate equally with residents in drawing h u m

NONRESIDENT TAGS:

TOTAL:
TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

TAKE OF BULLS:
TAKE OF ANTLERLESS BULLS:
COMMENT:
Nodataonweupons
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS:

30-35
3540
65-75
1

'

19%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
M w r y hunter report car& from all hunters
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED?
Summer aerial corrtposiition surveys, radio-tracking; 1992 sampk size for summer counts on Afognak ,
Raspberry was 633
PERCENT OF HUNTMG BY DRAWING: 25%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
Evaluation and monitoring of Etolin Island Transplant
Distriburwn and movement of elk herds on AfognakIsland (1986 Present documenting runges of8 eIk herds
using aerial telemetry and monitoring population &em&)

-

RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration - Annual Performance Report of Survey - Inventory Activities. Vol. XXIII,
Part III, Project W-23-5,Study 13.0. SM. Abbott ed. Nov. 1992. Alaska Dept. Fish and Game,Juneau. 3 pp.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
I. Clearcut logging of old growth Sitka spruce and road construction i@uenullClngharvest rates by improved
access; impacts of logging on elk habitat on gfognak Island.
2. Proposed additional elk h.ansplants into Sitka black-tailed deer habitat in SE Alaska and inpacts on &er
populations.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT / RESEARCH INFORMATION:
Roger B. Smith, Alaska Dept. Fish and Game
211 Mission Road. Kodiak, AK 99615
COMMENTS: Afognak population in a decline associated with severe winters since 1989.
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ELK STATUS REPORT ALBERTA

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: W. M. Glosgow
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 15.000
SPECIES: Two subspecies, C.e. n e h i i & C.e. monitobe~is,
data not kept separate
BULLSllOO COWS:
Winter:
Range: 5 40
Comment: Diffcutr to gei accurate bull corns; bull distribution very different than cowlcalf herd

-

CALVESf100 COWS:
Winter:
Range: 23 - 46
Comment: Range likely due to different rate @predation on neonates/young calves.
RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
Rifle: 19,394
Bow: 3.752

Total: 23.146

NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
Rifle: 275
Bow: NIA

Total:
2 75
Grand Total: 23,421
Comment: Bow hunters require same license as rife hunters, so bow tag is just an estimate ofhow many licewed
elkhuntersuseabow.

TAKE OF BULLS:
Rifle: 1,264

Bow: 8 3

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:
Rifle: 650

Bow: 3 3

BULL HUNTER SUCCESS:

6%

Totak

1,347

Total:
683
Grand Tot& 2,030
COMMENT: The bull harvest was down from the previous year with more rcdrictive regulotionr in some areas, cow
harvest up slightly (depredation complaints).
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 12%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED? CompuIsory registration and tekphone harvest questionnaire.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Primarily 4erial survey using winter range, s t r a t w block and transects. Sampk size would vary fiom c k to I&.&on
some winter ranges to less than 10% inforested block.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 15%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
Study qfnwvements,distribution and habitat prefunce in Southwestern Alberta to be used in access managenmt plans
and industrial EIAs. Study of s
d habitat use, distribution and movements in relation to timber harvesting as well as
assessing the current HSI (habitat suitability index))for elk.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Alberta Fish and WiIdIife Division. Management plan for elk in Alberta. Currently in &@form with expected
completion in 199311994.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Development on elk winter range, summer range and movement corridors, crop depredation, securing winter range on
privatc land, access to private for recreational harvest, allocationfw non-rehhts, 6-point &qhy &aw area,
competition with livestock on public lond in some areas and elk tranrplanting.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Harold Canfor provincial management, Luigi. Morgantini for the top research outlined above and Kirby Smith
for the bottom research study mentioned above.
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ELK STATUS REPORT ARIZONA

NUMBER OF ELK: (Year-round 30 000 (f5.000)
SPECIES
Rmiy k t n
BULLSllOO COWS:
PRE-SEASON (Includes spike bulls): 301100 5-year average
CALVES/100 COWS (5 ear average):
PRE-SEASON: 5111

d

"

RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT TAGS IFLE)
ANTLERLESS: 4, 5
BULL: 6,255

#

TOTAL:

10,900

RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT TAGS BOW)
BULL: 3,120
ANTLERLESS: 2. 95
TOTAL:
COMMENT:
Ta s are usued to residents and nonresidents with the same sdredule and system except there is a
I& c q on mn-resdw bull fagsper hunt.

1

5,315

Non-resident tags: No more than 10% of issued tagsfor each bull hunt may be non-resi&nt. 1933 non-resident
participation for all hunts, bull and cow, was less than 5%.

TAKE OF BULLS :
RIFLE: 2.074 bulls
1.359 spikes

TOTAL:
TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

BOW: 675 bulk
1.78 spikes

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS: :
RIFLE 2 18 cows
BOW: 459 cows
46 calves
2 9 calves

TOTAL:
TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

#

BULL HUNTER SUCCESS:
BUGLE RIFLE SEASON:
BUGLE MUZZLELOADER SEASON:
NOV. OR DEC. RIFLE SEASON
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS:

94%
82%
54%

RIFLE:

56%

BOW:

26%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED? Moiled questionnaire & hunters.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (Sample size)?
All elk hunters areCmatmatled
a hunf qvrstmqawe. R a m rate is 60-6596. Herd conpodion-us
data are collected prehunt and sampk szzes are deremmed to yuld bd1:lOO c0w:cNratws at S at 4t thL tm@hce kvel.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING:

100%

MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
1. The Meet of tirnber nuanageinen!practices on elk
2. Survival rates Of ad& d elk
3. Elk seasod range
migrations between Pine and Show Low

A

RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Brown. RL. 1988. E ects of a Savory Grazing Method on Big Game. ArizoM Game and Fish Department 1-tn
Research Report. 1
Brown, R. L. 1990. ifkseasonal ~anges
and ~igratiow.Arizona Game and Fish Department Technical Report No. 1
6 8 ~ ~ .
Aruona Elk Operational Plan (PublicReview D r d ) January, 1993

7

MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Elk and livestock grazing use on public lands.
Elk browsin of aspen and willow seedlingslsaplings
Riparian &itat protection and elk and livestock hpacts on these habitats.
H~ghhunter demand for limited elk permits.
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS:
Permit drawin system
sub-unit antkr%ss hunt management (herd.& maria ement)
Habitat improvement projects YI parIWI61p with US!S and RMEF.
PROGRAMS TOO NEW TO EVALUATE:
CRM (Coordinated Resource Management)
Stewardship Program

--

- Ecosy+?m Management
- Statewrde Elk Plan

CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Tice S plee, Gome MUM anent C and Ra)r Lee Bi Game Supervisor
Game!franch,2221 W.deenway
Phoetux, d (682) 789-3349

%

CONTACT PERSON FOR RESEARCH INPORMATION:
Richard Brown, Research Biologist and Ray Schwgirrsber Research Field Supervisor.
AZ &2).-789-3246
Research Branch, 2221 W. Greenway Rd.. Pho-,
-
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

ATTENDING REPRESENTATWE: Guy Woods
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter)
Rocky Mtn .and Roosevelt
SPECIES:
COMMENT: British Columbia supports Roosevek elk on Vancouver Island and Lower
Mainland while Rocky Mtn. elk are found in varying nwnbers throughout most areas 4B.C.
BULLS1100 COWS:
WINTER:
RANGE: 20-80
COMMENT: A variety of hunting strategies and gwls are applied across the province, from h i v e open
bid seasom to highly regulated bull permil seasom on newly established herds.
CALVES1100 COWS:
WINTER:
RANGE: 15-60
COMMENT: High pre&tion and calf only masons are resultkg in bw cczCfswival in some areas while in
other areas populationr are growing rqpidfv, pr&b is lighr Md c d e s are not hunted.
RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE: 14,500
BOW: No special tag
TOTAL:
14500
NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader)
RIFLE: 770
BOW: Nospecialtag
TOTAL:
770
GRAND TOTAL:
15,270
COMMENT:
Resident hunter numbers are allocated through a lottery system in most areas 4rhe province due & high demand Nonres& hunters must hunt with a golide ond guides are limited by qrcatar in some areas while in other area they are not.
TAKE OF
RIFLE:
TAKE OF
RIFLE:

BULLS:
Not Reported
ANTLERLESS:
Not Reported

BOW: Unknown

TOTAL:

2.729

BOW: Unknown

TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

553
3,282

COMMENT:
Calf oniy Limited Enrry Hunting resulted in a harvest of 329 juvenr'ks in 1992, a drop of 600from 11991, as a r d of
calf harvest plan changes in the K o o w Region
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 25% kiIIslhunter, 34 hunter daydkill
HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Some areas require elk to be wetted. M a is collected through mail surveys ofsmeqfd Limited h t r y hunt
participants or mail surveys 4 elk license holders.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
All elk license h o h are surveyed at least onu and some may be contacted twice. About 80% surveyed reqnmd,
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 58%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
The second year of a program to determine elk populations in 2 Kootenay management units using Idaho survey
techniques was completed in 1993. B.C. Minisby of Forests is undertaking cattWelk forage utilization trials and are in
year 3 of this work. Movement monitoring and popvlation dy&
work in Trench.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Brunt, K&. 1990. Ecology of Roosevelt Elk in B.C, Min Forests Spec. Rpt. Sec. 5.; Demurchi, RA. and A.W.
Wolterson, 1991. Results of special calf only hunting seasons in E. Koot. Region of B.C. In elk Vulnerability
Symposium. Montana State U., Bozeman, MT.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
For& ingrowth on winter ranges.
Calf and cow elk hunting and a perception of declining popdutioru
Elk competition with livestock on Crown range.
Elk damage to agricultural crops.
Gamefarming and c o n c m over the spread ofdisease.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
D. Blower, I. Hatter, MOELP, Wildlife Branch, Victoria
A. WoIterson, MOELP, Wildlife Branch, CrMbrook
D. Jam. MOELP, Wildlife Branch.,Nanaimo.
G. Woods, MOELP, Wildlife Branch.Nelson
1993 Weotem Stater & P m v i m Elk
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ELK STATUS REPORT CA LZFORNZA

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Jon K. Fischer
NUMBER OF ELK-WINTER: 2,500-2.9W Tule elk
1,000-1 $00 Rocky Mtn. elk
35W Roosevelt elk
BULLS1100 COWS:
PRE-SEASON:

RANGE

32-129

WINTER:

RANGE:

30-IIX)

CALVES/100 COWS:
WINTER:

RANGE:

7-66

RESIDENT TAGS
(inclades muzzleloader):

TOTAL: 1.110 (public)

COMMENT. (Quotafor 1993)Authorbed methods of take include rjflc or archery equipment. There is no
special archery season Approximately 35 additional tags are available through the Private LMcis Wildljfe
Management Area (PLM)Program. Non-residents may hunt elk by pwchasirtg one of t h e specialfundraising tags or through the PLM Program. Otherwisd, the public hunting program is restricted to residents.
TAKE OF BULLS:

TOTAL: 27public

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:

TOTAL: 43 public

GRAND TOTAL: 70public

COMMENT:Based on 1992 tag quota of100 tags via public drawing. An additional 21 elk were taken through
the PLM Program
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 70%
HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Mandatory tag retwn.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Air surveys using helicopter andjkd-wing aircr4.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: ~ l m s100%.
t
Threefund-raisingtags are sou at banquets or
otherfund-raising events.
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
A sightability study involving Tule elk in the Owens Valley began last fall (1992)
The Deparlment is testing elk for Johne's Disease.
The Department is examining antler composirwn of Tule elk at GrizzlyIsland and in the Owens Valley.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
TertyMamj2Id
OTHER COMMENTS: The Department is continuing to lranslocate Roosevelt and Tule elR to suitable historic
habitat. Suitable, unoccupied habitatfor Roosmelt elk exists in the state. However,jMing such habitatfor Tule
elk is increasingly difficult. During the k t few years, a small group of elk has become e s t a b M in the Warner
MowumwUmns
of northeastern Calgornia. Theseme presumed to be Rocky Mountain elk. The Department did nor
introduce elk to the area; these elk presumably immigraredfromsouthern Oregon.
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ELK STATUS REPORT COLORADO
ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Rick KclMLur Carpenter
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 215,000
SPECIES: C. e. nelsonii
COMMENT: Lang tenn objective 175.000

-

BULLS1100 COWS:
PRE-SEASON: 45
19
WINTER:

RANGE:
RANGE:

25-78
3 -63

CALVESllOO COWS:
58
WINTER:

RANGE:

38-65

RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE: 109,510
BOW: 10,374

TOTAL:

NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
74.995
BOW: 12,299
RIFLE:

TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:
COMMENT: Cow license numbers will increase in 1993. Cow success state wide - 48%

TAKE OF BULLS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE:
24.958
BOW:
3,493

TOTAL:

119,884
87,294
207,178

28.451

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS (Includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE:
21,683
BOW:
1,326

TOTAL:
23,009
GRAND TOTAL:
51,460
COMMENT: Cow success is down the past 2 y w s ; harvest has averaged about 4 8 mfor the past 3 y w i ; 1993
hawest objective is 57,000-60.000 elk.

BULL HUNTER SUCCESS: 20%

TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS:

24%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Random phone swvey qf unlimited licenses (40,000); mail survey of all limited licenses (70,000).
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Post-season (Dec-Feb)helicopter sex and age classi@ation c o w (75,000 elk counted statewide). Pop 2 model used in
conjunction with sex and age ratios on a Data Analysis (Herd) Unit basis.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 52%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
G. Bear early season eIk movements in the White River N.F.
D. Freddy elk survival (cubes and cows) and population estimation (sighting bias and murklresight on sampled search
quadrcmts), Grand Mesa

-

-

RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Hobbs, NX. and D. L. Baker. 1993. lmpacts of elk winter grazing on livestock production(inpress).
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Accurate estimation of populations; another reference point needed.
Inability to harvest an ever-increasing segment 4 t h e elk pop. due to private land conflicts; in some waits >50% of the
elk are wl0vailabIe
Gamc h g e ; specificallyforage loss and fencc domage
Watchable wildlife vs. hunting conficts
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Rick Kahn (303)291-7349 - Management
Bruce Gill (303)484-2836 - Research
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ELK STATUS REPORT IDAHO

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Lonn Kuck
NUMBER OF WINTERING ELK: NIA
SPECIES:
C.e. nelsonii
COMMENT: No estimate
BULLS1100 COWS:

RANGE: 12 to 68

WINTER: 20

COMMENT: Excellent - response to spike only seasons in eastern Idaho, statewide - goal 15.20 & 25 bulls:l@ cows
CALVES1100 COWS:

WINTER 30

RANGE: 15 to 50

RESIDENT TAGS:

RIFLE: 94,000

TOTAL:

NONRESIDENT TAGS

RIFLE: 13,000

TAKE OF BULLS: 15,300

BOW: 1,400

94.000

TOTAL: 13,000
GRAND TOTAL: 107,000
COMMENT: Rifle and archery hunters utilize same tags.

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS BULLS, RIFLE:
BULL HUNTER SUCCESS:

TOTAL:
8,700

16,700

TOTAL: 9,900
GRAND TOTAL: 26,600

General: 46% Control: 69% TOTAL:

*

57%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED? Telephone random survey.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED? Sightability
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 3 8 8
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
1. Assessment of access on bull mortality.
2. Evaluation of road closures or bull escapement.
3. Eflects of antlerless harvest on population dy-cs.
4. Elk sightability development.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Unsworth. J.W., L. Kuck. MD.Scott, E.O. Garton. 1993. Elk mortality in the ClearwaterDrainage of Northeastern Idaho
JWM (inpress).
Gratson,M.W., J.W. Unsworth. P. Zager. and L. Kuck. 1993. Trans. North Am. Wildlife and Natural Resource Conference
(inpress)
U w o r t h . J.W., FA. Lebon. GA. Sargent. E.O. Garton and JR. Pope. 1991. Aerial survey 31: User3
Manual. Idaho Dept. of Fish & Game. 46 pp.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Access development associated with timber harvest.
Depredations associated with herd expamion.
Achievement of bul1:cow ratio objectives as hunting -demandexceeds supply.
Conflict with livestock and elk on public lands.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT I RESEARCH INFORMATION:
Lonn Kuck. 600 S. Walnut.Boise. ID 83707
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ELK STATUS REPORT MONTANA

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: John Firebaugh
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 100,000+
Species:
c.e.e.lsonii
Comment: Population is at 20th century high.
BULLS1100 COWS:
Pre-season:
Range: 20-40
Winter:
5-15
Range: 5-30
Variesconsiderable across the state depending upon security and management goals.
Comment:
CALVES1100 COWS:
35-45
Range: 20-60
Winter:
Comment: Varies depending upon winter range habitat, winter severity, etc. Typicdy, NW Montana has
the lowest ratios while SW and central Montana have the highest ratios.
RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
Bow: 26,500
Total: 112,268
Rifle: 85.768
NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
Rifle: 17,000
Bow: *
Total: 17.000
Grand Total: 129,268
COMMENT:
* Nonresident archery licmes are not separated but are included in the resident total. A maximum of 17,000
nonresident elk licensed may be sold due to legislation.
TAKE OF BULLS:
Total: 12,964
TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:
Total: 14.540
Grand Total: 2 7,529*
COMMENT:
* 1992 harvest - includes 25 unknown elk; 1992 archery harvest is included in totals. but not yet broken out.
1992 was the 2nd highest rotal elk harvest and the highest antlerless harvest on record.
BULL HUNTER SUCCESS:
12%
TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS:
25%
HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Resident hunters are randomly sampled through a phone survey. Nonresidents are randomly sompled through a
mail survey.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Winter, early spring helicopter andjked-wing aircr@ surveys of winter ranges to determanesex-age ratios and
population trends. Some sightability used in western Montana
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 27%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
- Elk population Dynamics and Breeding Biology Study
- Resource Partitioning by Sympatric Elk, Mule Deer and White-tailedDeer Populations on a Forested Winter Range in
WesternMontaM
Evaluation of Three Different Elk Hunting Regulations in the Elkhorn Mountains
- Hungry Horse Elk Mitigation
- Lower C h k Fork Elk Study

-

RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Montana Elk Management Plan, 1992
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
- Loss of security on public and private timber corporation lands.
Impacts of increasing subdivision and lass of open space on winter ranges.
- Implications of game fanns
- Increasing crop depredations by elk on private lank
- Fee hunting and leasing of hunting rights on private land where public use is excluded.
- Oppositionfrom certain groups to habitat acquisition.

-

CONTACT PERSON FOR RESEARCH INFORMATION:
Ken Hamlin, Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildldlife & Parks, 1400 S. 19th, Bozeman, MT 59715
CONTACT FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Glenn Erickson, Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 1420 E. Sixth Ave., Helena, MT 59620
-
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ELK STATUS REPORT

- NEW

MEXICO

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Larry Edwards
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 40,000-50,000
SPECIES: Rocky Mtn.
COMMENT: Counted 17,692 in winter 1991; 17267 in 1992- (165 hours) .
We do not survey preseason
BULLS1100 COWS:
WINTER:
41

RANGE:] 1-63

CALVES1100 COWS:
WINTER:
47

RANGE:14-78

RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE: 113.485
. BOW:
4,654

TOTAL:

18,139

NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE:
3,733
BOW: 1,805

TOTAL:
5538
GRAND TOTAL:
23,677
COMMENT: Thesefiguresarefor both public and private huntsfor 1991-1992 license year.

TAKE OF BULLS:
RIFLE:
4230
TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:
2J15
RIFLE:

BOW:

1,065

TOTAL:

5295

BOW:

416

TOTAL:<
GRAND TOTAL:

2531
7826

'

COMMENT: Thesefigures arefor both public and privare huntsfor the 1992-1992 license year.
BULL HUNTER SUCCESS:Not available TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 34%
HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Harvest questionnairesare given to hunters with licenses. A bus~~ness
reply envelope is supplied.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
All hunters ;100% sample.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: Public hunts - 10096
Private hunts - 0%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
Only research currently in place is a small study on the Valle Vidal. This is a high quality hunt area that is
closely monitored for impactsfrompublic and Forest Service sources. Pupose of project is to Track movements,
production, habitat use,population structure and hunter harvest and injury injormation.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS: None
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
1. Elk livestock issues (foragecompetitwn, season of use,permittee rights and obligations,landowners rig&
and obligations,public rights and obligations)
2. Accurate methodology to sample population parameters
3. Useful model to predict and track population numbers

-

CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Darrel Weybright (505)827-7893
Larry Temple (505)376-2946
1993 Western States & Provinces Ellr Workshop
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ELK STATUS REPORT - OREGON
ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Dan Edwards
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 58.000- 61,000
SPECIES: Roosevelt-Rocky Mtn.
COMMENT: 58,000-Roosevelt; 61,000 - Rocky Mtn.
BULLS1100 COWS:
I1
RANGE:
5 -32
WINTER:
COMMENT: Roosevelt 9 Range 3 to 29 for Rocky Mountain elk. Based on 3 year average.

-

CALVES/100 COWS:
WINTER:
37
RANGE:
30-43
C0MMENT:Roosevelt: 36 ,Range 21 to 49 for Rocky Mtn. elkBased on 3 year average.
RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE: 122.530
BOW: 17,131
NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE:
3,659
BOW:
1.211

TOTAL:

139,661

TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

4,870
143,320

TOTAL:

13,082

TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL;

8,920
22.002

COMMENT: Data are from 1992 tag sales i.fwmation.
Rifle tag numbers include anthless pennits
TAKE OF BULLS:
RIFLE:
12.049
TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:
7,679
RIFLE:

BOW:
BOW:

1,033
1.241

COMMENT: This information includes harvest for both Roosevelt and Rocky Mowttain elk.
BULL HUNTER SUCCESS: 13%

TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS:

17%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
Sample is obtained by telephone survey and sornple size is targeted at a 95% co@&nce interval.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Aerial trend and herd composition data collected from February through March each year. We census 47,OiM elk on trend
routes and comp. 33,500 antnalr for estimating age and sex ratios.
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 44%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
How age of breeding bulk &ts pregnancy rates and conception dates. Evaluating mix of age and ratio of breeding
bullsilo0 cows necessary to get early and synchronous parturition. Evaluating the fleets of human disturbance on
pregnancy rates and partuition date. Studying competition m n g elk, deer, and cattle. and evaluating the effects of
intensive timber harvest.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS:
Oregon's Elk Management plan (1992)ODFW. There are some manuscripts that have been submitted or possibly even
accepted for publication by University and other researchers not associated with ODFW. No it#ormation on titles or
where these were submitted is available.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Forest health, elk damage to private property. ODFW relations with private landowners because of elk on private
properg, rwding and cater loss on public Land and how elk vulnerability is Mated, private game fanning of e&,fee
hunting operations and tag &ations to landowneis, how to change to an ecosysern management rrpprooch.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Mmge-ment: Dan Edwards or Chris Whearon (503)229-5410, ext. 445 or 478
Research: D m i n kckenby or Bruce Johnson (503) 229-5410, ext. 447
Bruce Johnson's phone is: (503) 962-6556.
Please call Dan Edwards if you have questions: (503)229-5419 ext. 445
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ELK STATUS REPORT

- UTAH

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Wes Shields
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) 50.000
SPECIES
Rocky Mtn.
COMMENT:
Utah has no formal, camprehensive sfatewide
elk population survey.
BULLS1100 COWS:
PRESEASON:
WINTER:

23
21

RANGE: 3-61
RANGE: 6-36

CALVES1100 COWS:
39
RANGE:28-52
WINTER:
COMMENT: Utah has experienced 6-7 cwecurive years of drought which crppms to have ended.
RESIDENT TAGS (Includes muzzleloader)
RIFLE: 42,716
BOW:4,602

TOTAL:

47.318

NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader)
BOW: 321
RIFLE: 2264

TOTAL:

2,585

COMMENT:
Of the total tags, 39,169 are general rifle and 4923 are general archery; 1,041 are limited entq bull, balance me
antlerless tags
TAKE OF BULLS :
RIFLE: 6,958

BOW: 401

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS: :
RIFLE 6.958

BOW: 78

BULL HUNTER SUCCESS: 17%

TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 24%

TOTAL:
GRAND TOTAL:

3,966
11,325

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED?
General sawn harvest is determined by lelephone intervinu; h i f e d permit harvest by mail ~AleSf-e.
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Best estimate. Utah has no formal, comprehensive statewide elk population survey Quc to budget constraints
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 12%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
Utahpresently has no major elk research projects; however, we are conducting studies on various elk managvnits
to determine elk distribution patterns as well as elk forage use,particularly spring use. We are undergoing i n c r d g
criticism)?om the cattle and sheep industry, and they are receiving support fiom the US Forest Sentice that elk arc, in
fact. causing damage to forage resources. Theforest service has little or no data (mostly no data) to support their c k .
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS: None at present.
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Agricultural depredation,perceptions that elk are causing wholesale damage to range resources,presswe for
supplemental feeding programs, and political agendas to slaughter elk herds. We also are addressing crowding &sues
as popularity of elk hunting grows. We would like t o develop a campreknsive annual elk population swvey -pending fund&.
CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:
Wes Shields, Big Game C o o r ~ o rPM
, (801)538-4780
Grant Jense, Ass't Chief. Big Game, Ph # (801)5384781
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ELK STATUS REPORT WASHINGTON

ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: Rolf Johnson
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter- note species)
26,450 - Rocky Mtn.
37,750 - Roosevelt
BULLS1100 COWS:
PRESEASON: 30
RANGE: 25-35
WINTER:
10
RANGE: 1-25
COMMENT: Extremely variable depending on management restrictions, i.e. limited entry,

antler restrictions,etc.
CALVESJ100 COWS:
RANGE: 18-50
WINTER: 35
COMMENT: Poor calf survival in BIue Mountaa'ns has lowered caIflcow ratios w&rabIy.
RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
BOW: 13372
RIFLE: 72,909
NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
RIFLE: 804
BOW: 178

TOTAL: 86,281 (1991)
TOTAL: 1.032
GRAND TOTAL: 87313 (1991)

TAKE OF BULLS:
RIFLE: 4,648

BOW: 444

TOTAL:

TAKE OF ANTLERLESS:
RIFLE: 2,786

BOW: 768

TOTAL: 3,554
GRAND TOTAL: 8.646.

BULL HUNTER SUCCESS: 6%

5.092

TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: 10%

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED? 3 wave questionnaire and game harvest reprt cards
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)?
Fixed wing and helicopter trend surveys qfestablished routes ( s q l e size wriable but averages 10?6 sratewide)
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: 8%
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
- Elk Mortality Sncdy Jack Smith, Kreg Sloan. WarranMichaelis
Radio telemetry of30#00 d t elk to determine cause of momliiy

- BIue Mountains CaIfE1R Study - Woody Myers
- Radio telemetry of newborn calves to determine cause of mortality

MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:

- Tribal hunting impacts

- Antler restnarctions

CONTACT PERSON FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION:

Rolf Johnson - Management
Jack Smith Research

-

m

ELK STATUS REPORT - WYOMING
ATTENDING REPRESENTATIVE: James "Jay" Lmvson
NUMBER OF ELK: (Winter) Not reported
SPECIES: C. e. netsonii
COMMENT: Long term objective - Management emphasis is on
recreational opportunity rather than trophy qualities.
BULLS1100 COWS:
RANGE: Not reported
PRESEASON: Not reported
RANGE: Not reported
WINTER: Not reported
CALVES1100 COWS:
WINTER: Not reported

RANGE: Not reported

RESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
38.000
BOW: 6,000 (incl. Nonres.)
RIFLE:

TOTAL:

Not reported

NONRESIDENT TAGS (includes muzzleloader):
7,000
BOW: Not reported
RIFLE:

TOTAL:

Not reported

GRAND TOTAL:
51,006
COMMENT: Hunters may participate in both the archery and rifle seasons but may harvest only one elk a year. During
the special archery seasons, archers with general licenses must hunt for the type of animal specjfred, any or antlered. for
general licensesfor the particular hunt area. Archers with limited quota licemes may hunt for the type of animal specifred
by their license type. Regular season r&k hunters with a general license may take any or antlered elk depending upon hunt
area. Rijle hunters with limited quota licenses must hunt only in areas and for the type of animal spec#ied by license type.
The legal sex of late season permits varies. A resident hunter may hunt the archery, regular rifle and late seasons but only in
general license areas and may harvest only one elk per year.
TOTAL ELK HARVEST:
RIFLE: not reported

BOW: notreported

TOTAL:

19,000 (5 year average)

COMMENT: Manage elk herds by population objectives. Quotas and seasons are set to control each herd near our &ired
population size and composition.
BULL HUNTER SUCCESS: Not reported

TOTAL HUNTER SUCCESS: Not reported

HOW ARE HARVEST DATA OBTAINED? Not reported
WHAT CENSUS METHOD USED (sample size)? Not reported
PERCENT OF HUNTING BY DRAWING: Not reported
MAJOR ONGOING RESEARCH SUBJECTS AND INVESTIGATIONS:
WigginsFork Elk Movements and Habitat use, Life History and Habitat Use by the Jackson Hole Elk Herd, Habitat Use
and Migration Patterns of Elk in the North Fork Powder River, and Horse Creek Elk Distribution and Migration Study.
RECENT ELK PUBLICATIONS: None Reported
MAJOR MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF CONCERN:
Tuberculosis, Brucellosis (Full-timebiologist position created in 1992). Habitat security loses in the Bighorn
Mountains with displacement o f elk to private lands, Exotic Cervus Species. Special interest groups (season lengths and
bulUcow ratios). Privatization and commercializationof elk and their habitat, Getting an adequate harvest ofherds using
National Parks and Feed Grounds, Chronic elk depredation of stored and growing crops
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS:
General "any elk" licenses, Habitat Acquisition Program, Habitat Improvement Program, Maintaining bu1l:cow r&s
through one-year implementation of spike3-excluded hunting when needed, Permanent haystack year fences to minimize
depredation
FAILURES:
Antler point restrictions to produce big bulk, Maintenance of elk habitat through input on Forest Plans
PROGRAMS TOO NEW TO EVALUATE:
Shortened bull elk season to improve quality of bulls
1993 Western States & Provinces Elk Workshop
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Conflicts, Opportunities, and
Panel Discussion

@M.LLOEA8°MIKEfRISINA

Montana ~epartmed
ofFish,Wildlife&Porks

Effects of Winter and Spring Grazing by Elk on
Pevorinance of Cattle in Sagebrush Grassland
TOM HOBBS, Division of Wildlife
Colorado Department of Natural Resources, Fort Collin, CO
In many areas of western North America, populations of Rocky Mountain elk ( ( 3 e r v u s l
adensis1avoid snow at high elevations during
winter by migrating to sagebrush rangelands in
mountain valleys, rangelands that are used by cattle
in the spring and early summer. As a result of these
pattern of range use, the impact of elk on cattle
has emerged as an important issue in policy and
management throughout the West.

We conducted an experiment to determine how
variation in elk population density affects forage
and cattle production on sagebrush grassland
ranges. Elk were stocked in twelve 80 acre pastures
at densities equivalent to 0,20,40, and 80 animals
per square mile during January-April of 4 c o m u tive years. These same pasnrres were stocked with
cattle during May-June. We observed effects of elk
on the amount of forage available to cattle, and on
cattle growth and reproductive performance.

Elk reduced the amount of forage available to
cattle. These reductions occurred as a result of
removal of dead grass during the winter and from
removal of live grass during the early spring. Elk
grazing had no effect on the amount of grass that
was produced during the growing season. The
nutritional quality of forage available to cattle as
well as the quality of their diets was improved
moderately by elk grazing. However, when elk
grazing caused forage supplies available to cattle to
fall below about 400 lbs/acre, daily energy intake
by cattle declined. When forage supplies exceeded
this threshold, elk grazing had no effect on energy
intake by cattle.
Reductions in cattle energy intake caused reductions in weights of calves at the end of the spring

grazing season End of spring calf weights were
highest in the control (0 elklmi2) pastures and
declined in proportion to increasing elk density. We
did not observe statistically significanteffects of elk
grazing on cow weights at the end of spring, or on
cow weights at weaning. We did not find a statistically significant effect of elk grazing on pregnancy
rates of cattle. However, in aU of these cases, values
for the control pastures tended to exceed values for
the elk grazed pastures. Total cattle production (Ib/
cowlyear) was reduced by about 10% as a result of
elk grazing at all elk population levels (20,40,80
elkJmi2).
Our results have 3 important implications for
management. First, we conclude that elk can cause
meaningful harm to cattle production on sagebrush
grassland ranges. Consequently, sustained investment in resolving conflict between eIk and livestock
should be viewed by managers and policy makers
as an ongoing cost of wise elk management. Second, the absence of a straight-line relationship
between elk population density and pmduction by
cattle makes it difficultto predict the effect of
reducing elk populations on cattle production.
However, our results suggest that large scale
reductions in elk numbers may fail to reduce the
impacts of elk on cattle at local scales. This implies
that management of the spatial distribution of elk
populations may be more effective than reducing
large scale population densities in ameliorating
competitive effects of elk on livestock Third, we
surmise that when rangeland conditions and cattle
stocking rates resemble those we studied, impacts
of elk on cattle can be minimized by assuring that
herbaceous forage supplies available to cattle after
elk grazing exceed about 400 lbslacre.
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Elk and Livestock Interactions In California
DOUG UPDIKE, California Depamnent of Fish and Game
1416 9th Street, Sacremento, CA 95814
Caliiornia elk populations continue to increase in
numbers, cmntly estimated at 7,500. The two
native subspecies (tule and Roosevelt elk) in the
State are expanding into their historic ranges. Tule
elk are periodically translocated to suitable historic
habitat by the Departmentto facilitate the expansion
of the subspecies. High quality habitat within historic range for Roosevelt and tule elk exists in various locations in the State.
Competition for forage between elk and livestock
in Californiais currently insignificant. This is partly
a result of the ability of local elk herds to move to
neighboring foraging areas when forage resources
become scarce due to livestock grazing. Conflicts

betweenelk and privatelandowners are usually from
damage to fences or depredation of crops.
A recent lawsuit was filed against the Department
to recover costs for damage to private property
caused by free ranging, wild tule elk. The plaintiff
claimed that the Department was mpnsible for the
damage because the elk moved onto his land after
they were tmnslocated to nearby public land by the
Department. The court ruled in favor of the Department, concluding that the Department was not responsible for the behavior of free ranging, wild elk.
This judgement was mostly because the elk were
relocated to suitable public land capable of supporting the elk.
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Elk-Livestock Conflicts
JIM OLTERMAN, Senior Wildlife Biologist, Colorado Division of Wildlife
2300 S. Townsend Ave., Montrose, CO 81401
In southwest Colorado elk and livestock occupy
essentially the same habitats and compete for
many of the same forage plants on both public and
private lands. Most elk summer at higher elevations, usually on National Forest lands, and move
to lower elevation winter ranges on National
Forest, Bureau of Land Management, State and
private lands. During severe winters elk move
increasingly to State Wildlife Areas and private
lands. P&& landowners often complain about
depredation problems and submit claims for
damage payments as pmvided for by Colorado
statute. Proposals for reducing elk population
levels are common. If adequate forage of ~ufficient
quality is not available the health of individual
animals suffers and mortality ratesincrease.
Winter movements of elk and general body
condition driven by the availability of forage.
The availability of forage is a function of the
amount of forage present on the range and the
influence of adverse conditions, usually snow
cover, on the ability of the animals to move about
and obtain the forage.
As Tom Hobbs pointed out, elk grazing at very
high stocking rates influenced the ability of cattle
to gain or retain body weight. It seems reasonable
that the reverse is also true. Cattle grazing at high
stocking rates will reduce the availability of forage
for elk. It has been my experience that livestock
stocking rates on many U.S. Forest Service and
B.L.M. lands are at levels that leave little forage
available for other species. In many cases entire
habitat types have been converted to other types
by livestock grazing pressure. For example in
southwestern Colorado many native fescue
grassland sites are now Kentucky bluegrass sites.
On dry years the non-native bluegrass hardly
grows and provides little forage for livestock or
elk. In most cases grazing systems are designed to
extract maximum livestock forage over time. Few
pastures or allotments are rested from livestock
grazing for a season. Almost no areas are set aside
for the exclusive use of wildlife.

Livestock grazing is an appropriate use of public
lands. Abusive grazing practices are not an
appropriate use of public lands whether the abuse
is caused by livestock or wildlife. Public land
managers must regulate livestock use to allow for
recovery of rangelands that are in poor condition.
Wildlife managers must work closely with public
land managers to insure that big game populations
do not overuse rangelands.
Livestock grazing on B.L.M. lands is regulated
by the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. National
forests are governed by the Granger-Thye Act of
1950. Both are influenced by numerous other
laws. The Acts require permittees to have commensurate private "base property" in order to
qualify for the permit. They do not not provide for
competitive bid for the pennit. Apparently a
permit cannot be held for purposes other than
livestock grazing. I have been told by National
Forest supervisors that multiple use means that
livestock grazing should occur on every available
allotment. It is very difficult to set aside critical
big gameranges even if a
is willing to
give up the permit. The key is to influence the
planning process. Wildlife biologists within
Federal and state agencies must take a more active
role in the revision of Forest Plans and Allotment
Management Plans to insure to insure that wildlife
interests are protected.
Public lands grazing regulations should 'be
amended to provide for permits to be retired for
the benefit of wildlife. The law could be structured
to allow for the retirement of specific permits
when they are willingly transferred by the current
permit holder. The present system is cumbersome
and difficult to work with. I believe the retirement
of a relatively small number of pennits on public
lands in key winter and intermediate range areas
would alleviate many private land depredation
problems and ensure the long term welfare of
many elk populations. The public in this Country
wants change in the way public lands are managed
and we as wildlife professionalsmust take the lead
in shaping that change.
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Livestock Grazing and Elk in Montana
JOEL PETERSON, Regional Wildlife Manager, Montana Department of Fish Wildlife & Parks
1400 S. 19th, Bozeman, MT 597 15
MIKE FRISINA, F & W Biologist, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks
1330 West Gold, Burte, Montana 59701
In most situations in Montana, the co-existence of
livestock and elk grazing is a fact of life. A p p d mately two-thirds of Montana is privately owned
and roughly 65% of the land base in this state is
managed as rangeland and pasture. The number one
industry Montana is the agricultural industry and the
production of wildlife on private lands will continue
to be a secondary land use. With a significant
number of our elk spending at least a portion of
their time on private land, the health and condition
of that land is critical to the well being of those
animals. The FWP will never control enough land
base to provide for the needs of the approximately
100,000 elk in this State.
There are essentially three ways that the FWPcan
influence how lands a~ managed relative to the
maintenance of wildlife habitat: (A) influencing
public land management; (B) directly conmlling
land through ownership or lease; and (C) intluencing the management of private lands.

-

Influencing Public Land Management Montana has a considerable public land base (40%)
made up primarily of Forest Service, Bureau of
Land Management, and State School Trust lands.
FWP Wildlife Division biologists routinely make
recommendations on actions by these agencies that
affect habitat, such as logging and grazing activities.
Directly Controlling Land Through Fee Title
Ownership or Leases - Since the middle of this
century, the Wildlife Division for the FWP has
actively sought to acquire lands important for
wintering elk. Our department has had and continues to have a strong resolve to manage for elk
,numberscompatible with native range conditions
and to prevent any reliance these animals could
acquire to artificial feeding.
Presently approximately 20 of the Wildlife
Management Areas (WMA) that the department
contmls were purchased primarily for elk winter
range. These constitute m u n d 250,000 acres. A
number of these WMAs have livestock grazing on
them. In the southwestern portion of Montana
(administrative Region R-3) we have 8 WMAs

which amounts to mund 135,000 a m s that we
control for elk habitat. Eight to 10,000 elk winter on
these 8 WMAs and four of them are grazed by
livestock.
Over the years the department has used a variety
of means to acquire these lands such as sportsmen's
license fees and Pitman Robertson funds. More
recently, the Montana legislatm passed HB 526
which emarks dollars for the purchase or lease of
land. This money comes from sportsmen's license
fees and mounts to around two miXlion dollars a
year. Eighty percent of that money can be used to
directly obtain property, while twenty percent goes
into a trust fund that is used for maintenance of the
WMA's.

Influencing the Management on Private Lands

- On a few of our WMAs we have entered into

cooperative grazing agreements with adjacent
landowners that provide benefits to both of us. These
benefits include: providing for additional forage for
elk on private land; providing for an added tolerance
of elk by adjacent landowners, and provide for some
grazing opportunities on the WMA for the private
landownen.
Another influence the FWPcan have on the
private sector grazing is through the demonstration
of management practices on our WMAs that can
have application on their lands. These demonstra' tions illustrate the potential compatibility of wildlife
and livestock in a properly managed system - a
system geared to protect and enhance the soil and
vegetative resource as well as provide for wildlife
forage. Remember, the private landowner controls a
very large propoxtion of the states wildlife habitat
(including winter range) making the resource
maintenance of these lands vital to maintaining our
present wildlife populations.
The FWP philosophy regarding grazing management centers around the maintenance of the soil and
vegetative resource. To maintain this resource, we
must allow four basic biological processes to take
place: photosynthesis (food production); food
storage; reproduction; and seedling establishment.
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While there is a wide disagreementin some circles
about which grazing systems is the best, our department believes that which ever method is chosen, it
must entail adequate rest. I . our opinion, *minimum amount of rest is two consecutive yem
without grazing during the growing perid. This will
allow for the processes listed above to occur. We
also believe that the intensity of livestock use in our
opinion is not as important as timing of livestock
use. Also, the more simple the grazing plan is, the
easier it is to monitor and for livestock people to
follow.
Variations on the amount and timing of grazing
will be necessary in all systems to take care of
special needs such as riparian problems or the need
to leave residual forage for wildlife in c e d n areas.
These have to be handled on a site by site basis.
Monitoring is a very important aspect of our
grazing programs that we are involved with These
include direct vegetation measurements and photo
plots. These measurements will establish whether
the system is working and any need for adjustment
in the plan. Monitoring also emphasizes compliance
by the stockman with the grazing prescription.
Grazing is not allowed on a number of our game
ranges where such activity would not be a benefit to
the management plan for those specific sites.
However, in Region Three, we are actively'involved
in grazing programs on four of our eight WMAs.
One of these is a three pasture rest-rotation grazing
program on the Mt. Haggin WMA during summer
months. This is primarily a spring through fall elk
summer range. The removal of old growth by cattle
has proved attractive to elk and the herd is induced
to remain on the WMA instead of on adjacent
private land. The summer needs of elk are met by
limiting cattle to one of three pastures during
summer months when elk prefer riparian and wet
meadow types. During fall there is little overall in
range use between cattle and elk. Elk numbers have
increase on the WMA, reproduction has been good
and improvement in both riparian and upland
vegetation has been documented through extensive
monitoring.
On the Fleecer WMA elk winter range, early
spring and fall cattle grazing a~ incorporated into
the management plan. This grazing plan leaves
ungrazed forage on private land available f9r elk.
This has allowed the carrying capacity for wintering
elk to increase by 25% over what could be carried
on the WMA alone.
-

The Wall Creek WMA elk winter range is part
of a nine pasture mt-rotation system associated
with the adjacent Forest Service lands. In this
situation, cattle graze a portion of the WMA prior to
rapid spring vegetative growth and then move off
the area. This grazed area experiences regrowth for
use by elk the next winter. Cattle again come on to
the WMA for a very short period in the fall. This
late grazing leaves a significant amount of residual
forage'for wintering. Rested winter range located on
Forest Service within this grazing system but off of
the WMA, provides additional winter forage for elk.
Fourteen hundred elk are provide with substantial
forage on the WMA and adjacent Forest Service
winter range each winter.
The Robb Creek WMA is grazed also in a nine
pasture restoration system. While the finalgrazing
plan is yet to be developed for this WMA, it will be
engineered to provide for wildlife needs in a
cooperative venture with adjacent Forest Service
and BLM lands which will benefit elk and other
wildlife on all ownerships. As with all of our
WMA's, vegetative monitoring will continue to be
animportant aspect of h e system to i k r e habitat
maintenance.
In summary, we feel our involvement in grazing
management can demonstrate what can be accomplished when good land management practices are
applied. Additionally, these activities are having a
positive effect on lands undir other ownerships in
Montana. Our department currently is in the process
of or has already developed grazing programs on
several private ranches. Landowners requested
FWP to do this after they evaluated grazing programs on Department lands. In fact, the Widlife
Department employs a range specialisr/biologist
(Mie Frisina) to provide more direction in our
grazing operations.
Grazing is a very important program to FWP
because we are the agency responsible for management of wildlife on all habitats in Montana, both
publicly and privately owned. Livestock grazing is
and wiU continue to be a dominant land use in
Montana making promotion of grazing strategies
that protect the soil and vegetation the most effective way to positively effect large acreages of
wildlife habitat. When the soil and vegetation are
kept in a healthy and productive state, conflict
between wild and domestic animal use of the same
land is usually resolved.

--
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Who's Changing Elk Hunting?
WAYNE VAN ZWOLL, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
2610 Highland Drive, Bridgeport WA 98813

After World War 11elk hunting became a sport
for the common man. Elk on traditional ranges had
recovered from l9th-century market hunting, and
elk transplants were bearing fruit. There was
nothing particularly right about elk management
after the war, this was simply a time of plenty.
The decade of the fifties was, for some, a time
worth keeping. Land and gasoline were cheap;
Elvis was not only alive but still in shape. President
Eisenhower and Congress spent money mponsibly.
Western towns welcomed out-of-state hunters
who left money and took elk One of every three
hunters killed an elk, and many of the racks
strapped to the hoods of surplus jeeps straddled
them.
A big surge in elk hunter traffic came in the
1960s and '70s. Hunter numbers doubled in most

elk states, while animal numbers remained static.
Tag sales in Arizona, Colorado and New Mexico
quadrupled, These changes prompted a shortening
of seasons, then "either-or" rules to limit hunters to
one weapon (season). Next, Colorado and Oregon
split general elk seasons to spread hunters. Washington issued tags for specific areas in the state.
Finally, limits were imposed on tag sales and
prefemnce points awarded to unlucky applicants in
the draw. Ostensibly the points were a stab at
fairness; in practical terms, they kept hunters from
quitting.
We still have plenty of elk -more, in fact, than
we did before Krushchev. But by any measure our
elk hunting is not so good. There are fewer private
acres to hunt because some people who own elk
range don't like elk hunters and others don't like
elk Still others sell elk hunting at prices most of us
can't afford to pay. Public land is crowded; the.
proliferation of logging and fire roads enables too
many people to get too close to each other and the
elk.
Hunting pressure keeps mounting, partly because
hunters who remember only a decade of hunting

accept restrictive rules as part of the game.
They're new recruits, with only the present
standard by which to judge hunting. They've been
encouraged by photos and stories of big bulls, by
an elk hunting industry with lots to sell and by
reports that there are plenty of elk to shoot. Some
hunters who are not satisfied also buy tags perhaps because hunting is habit, or because a
group goes and they are a part of it.
Tag sales probably won't dive soon. But
even if half of the elk hunters quit, there'd be five
times as many afield as bought licenses in 1950!
To tap this strong demand, state game
departments have boosted fees. A 1965 Wyoming
elk tag sold, over the counter, for $150; now
you pay $350 or $550 for an application,
depending on the odds you accept. This is not
far in theory from selling tags to the highest
bidders, a policy that would alienate workingclass hunters.
"Governor's permits" that entitle the buyer to
special hunting privileges, or substitute for a tag
that would be hard to draw, get strong hunter
support because they don't affect the tag pool, and
the money generated for elk programs can be
substantial. This year RMEF auctioned a pennit
for $42,000. This is good conservation; it is also
entertainment with a subtle message: Mature bulls
are no longer game for people of average means.
Hikes in non-resident tag fees have brought legal
challenges because most elk are shot on federal
land (19;O percentages: 85 in Colorado, 88 in
Wyoming, 95 in Idaho). Responding, the Public
Land Law Commission wrote: "State policies
which unduly discriminate against non-resident
hunters and fishermen in the use of public lands
through license fee differentials should be
discouraged." It concluded that federal fish and
wildlife cost-sharing programs should be offered
only to states with reasonable fee differentials; but
it did not define ''reasonablee"
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In 1%5 Montana charged 100 times the resident
license fee to non-resident elk hunters. That may
have been unreasonable; by 1980most states were
charging from 5 to 10times the resident fee for
out-of-state licenses. Montana had pared its ratio
to 28:l.

Few elk hunters contest these ratios, or stricms

that limit non-resident tags to a smallpercentage
of the total. They do balk at fee increases when
short seasons exacehate crowding and almost all
the bulls taken are young. Why, hunters ask, do
agencies need moR money to manage elk, when
most herds are at carrying capacity and need only
to be shot selectively to be managed?
Most hunters are willing to pay handsomely for
a chance at a big bull. What frustrates them now
are slim p~ospectsfor big elk on public ground.
Though many hunters shoot yearlings, they buy a
tag thinking about a six-point. When after many
days or seasons afield they don't even see one,
hunting loses some of its allure.
The importance of the six-point fantasy was
demonstrated when Washington began "spikesonly" shooting in its Blue Mountain herd. Hunter
numbers fell-by half, despite the fact that for many
years spikes had comprised 80 percent of the Blue
Mountain harvest. What apparently mattered to
many hunters was not the outdoor experience or
even the meat. It was a big rack on the tailgate.

Hunters who haven't shot big elk may not
concede this,because to say killing is important
when you have not killed means you have failed.
They may instead talk like Thoreau, as if wandering about the woods during a November ice stom
improved their perspective.
This isn't to say that all hunters must kill to
retain their interest in hunting. Some decline shots
a t the biggest elk they're likely to see, waiting for
a truly outstanding bull because anticipation, not
the kill, brings them pleasure. Or they hunt so they
can camp or pack the horses or help a youngster to
his first elk. Or because they really do enjoy being
afield in a November squall.
Still, most people who buy elk tags want to use
them on a big bull. Sportsmen who pay outfitters
$2,500 and more for a hunt are not, for the most

part, paying to experience a pack trip or wilderness camp. They are gambling that the guide can
show them a mahue bull. Those who pay $8,000
and more for hunts on private ranches and resmations seek higher records-book scores,better odds.
A Boone and Cmkett score is essentially the
measure of an elk's age and genetic material. It
has nothing to do with the way the bull was killed.
A fine bull can be easy to take on a ranch that
maintains one-to-one bull/cow ratios and limits
hunter access. In contrast, a harried W-year-old
elk dodging bullets on public forest, where cows
outnumber bulls 12 to 1, can be as elusive as
smoke. So there's no real connection between a
hunter's prowess and the score of the antlers he
tags.
But there is a perceived connection*~infofced
by hunters who have shot big bulls and by people
hm publishers to elk call manufactma who
want you to think you can too. Antlers iue bonehard proof. You may have hunted well in a tough
area and passed up elk another hunter would have
taken. But without thecantlers, it's all just talk
Even seasoned hunters who don't we about big
antlers can feel pressure to produce evidence,
because our obsession with big bulls derives
mostly from ego, not from a detached fascination
with outstanding natural specimens. It is a primal
tug, urging us to prove ourselves. It is fueled by
people who make money selliig bullets and
hunting trips to help us pmve ourselves.
This race to get bigger bone is unfair, of course.
There is no common start.Money makes a difference, and hunters who enter the race must be
prepared to ante up. After that, good luck and an
able guide often bring the bullet and the bull
together. AU this is dismissed by hunters who
don't care how they win
Buying a big elk is neither illegal nor immoral.
But money can surely change a spoxt. Assessii
trophy fees for sheep horns by the inch or charging
more for a six-point bull than for a fivepoint is not
the way the game was played by hunters who long
ago fashioned the image of hunting we like to
keep.

-

, That image
of good camps,good comrades,
uncrowded coverts and big bulls fairly taken -
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has faded. The ballooning price of solitude and
success is changing the character of "trophy
hunting*'to reflect the character of the privileged
who can afford it. On public land big crowds
chasing little bulls often obliterate with boorish
behavior the values and practices that once deftned
hunting. We're approaching the point at which
hunting with class is too costly and hunting with
the masses is socially unacceptable.
This squeeze is deadly. While in our own
company we who oder our lives after elk seem
successful and potent, nationally we get less
attention than a homosexual sailor. Even if we're
not bound by W t i o n to the 1950s, there's reason
to keep hunting available to men with lunch
buckets, to court a broad base of support not
only for elk and elk management, but for the
shooting of elk.

-

During the 1970s and '80s the character of
hunters came under attack by animal pxeservation
groups like Friends of Animals. They told us we
hunters are "noisy, belligerent and the dirtiest of
a l l outdoor users." "Domineering and sadistic", we
"generally shoot at anything that moves."
Reasonable people might question claims that
hunting is "an act against natm'**or that "it
teaches caIlousness." But if they saw the behavior
of some elk hunters, they'd quickly call for an end
to the sport. Before we could defend it, we'd have
to distance ourselves from the offending hunters.
That's hard. We have forged the linksbiding
hunters and hunting and game management!
Pmsewationists won't yet cripple elk hunting
with a frontal assault. They're most effective
exploiting faults in management and hunting
practice, and in painting hunters as derelicts. The
exmrnists -those who picket and obstruct -can
more madily reach deer and dove hunters. If they
want to attack management, it's easier to demand
an accounting for depressed waterfowl populations. They lack the ratiowe for stopping elk
hunts, and their power base is still far from elk
country.
But prese~ationistscan win by default, because
in politics people count as percentages. We have
as many elk in most places as we want; we m
shooting as many elk as we think we can There's

no room for more hunters. Stories and hunting
t enough or satisfy long
toys won't r e c ~ ifast
enough to keep elk hunters growing as a percentage of the American people especially as social
forces move to make hunting appear brutal.
Sensitive, conscientious hunters and youngsters
will feel the presswe most acutely. They'll be top
talking about hunting in public and the first to quit
hunting. They're the people we'd best not lose.
They'll hang on longer if elk managers listen to
their concerns and if organizations like RMEF can
sell hunting to their peers who don't hunt.

-

Hunters who demand higherquality hunting
usually mean less hunter traffic and more mature
bulls. Closing roads and limiting tags both reduce
W c . h.otecting young bulls yields more old
bulls. Regulations that limit hunters to three-, fouror fivepoint bulls fall short, however, they protect
only yearliigs and perhaps two-year-olds. They
increase p r e s m on the first legal age class,
merely postponing the slaughter of a generation.
Colorado held an experimental season protecting
spike bulls in 1971. Nearly half the branchantlered bulls shot were yearlings; only six percent
had six points per side. Post-hunt counts showed
1.7 branch-antlered bulls per 100 cows the
lowest ratio in five years. So thenext year a fourpoint minimum was enforced. This shifted pressure from yearling elk to two-year-olds, reduced
hunter success and increased the illegal take of
yearliigs that did not meet the point requirement.

-

Reversing the rule works better. If spikes are the
only legal elk, bulls that survive their first season
needn't dodge any more bullets. Maturing, they
build a reservoir of big bulls. Raising the average
age of bulls and boosting bull/cow ratios by
protecting branch-antlered bulls while shooting
spikes and cows also brings natural selection back
into play.

In many heavily-trafficked mas, "spikes only"
shooting sells surprisingly well to hunters. But
those who most enjoy seeing big bulls also want to
hunt where they can shoot them. Some hunters
have volunteered to forego one season if the next
year they'd have better hunting -for example, in
an every-other-year hunt arranged alphabetically
or by birthdate. But a reduction of hunter numbers
by half cannot guarantee any hunter will see more
big bulls or have a chance to shoot.
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Hunters tend to look optimistically on regulations designed to improve their sport. It's a
practical view: Once regulations are adopted, you
might as well like them; and thinking they will
wok is like thinking of that huge bull you never
see but imagine will one day ghost from the
bushes. It is more hope than anticipation.
But many hunters who have stuck with the game
for a generation are losing interest. They've found
that measures to improve hunt quality do not
guarantee more elk sightings and bigger bulls on
the meat pole. They've found that drawing for tags
instead of buying them, and paying more for those
they win, will not bring back the hunting they
remember or deliver the hunting they've been
promised. They are spending more time afield to
shoot less often -or are forced by short seasons
to spend less time and shoot hardly at all. And
they a~ losing their vision of The Big One.
D u m m h q opportunity and higher costs will
eventually discourage the most optimistic and
tenacioushunters. But for now, these's demand
enough for tags to sustain a sharp racheting of tag
fees among game agencies. This is bad business
for this business because, while it maintains
revenues in the short run,it n m w s the client
base. If you're selling cars or diamonds, you may
not need to wony that the same money comes
from fewer pockets, but paring the political muscle
afforded by license-buyersmay someday prove
fatal for agencies required to do business with
legislatures.
No one has yet proposed a way to allocate

. .. .

licenses to the most deserving hunters -those
who abide by all the rules of fair play, take only
killing shots and behave with dignity and c o w y .
If we first licensed these people, we'd certainly
have tags left over. Tests for shooting pmficiency,
as done in Europe where hunters are fewer, still
can't ensure ethical conduct.
Since the 1950s. themanagement of elk has
become the management of hunters. By manipulating riflemen we can dictate the size and composition of our herds. Shooting, a xeady throttle,
remains the practical one. But now we must
determine not only how many elk to take, and
which kind, but who is to take them. On private
land this is inmasingly a business decision. A
strong market for big bulls gives elk management
incentives to landowners who would not otherwise
accommodate or even tolerate elk. But on public
forest, the hunter with two weeks vacation and a
four-year-oId pickup is struggling to maintain
enthusiasm. The market can't be fenced in.
Disenfranchised hunters are no threat to elk; but
neither are they of any use to elk managers. It is
not enough, in legislative session, to justify
programs solely from a biological perspective. It
isn't enough to count among our allies only those
who can write $40,000 checks for elk tags. The
people directing game management policy will
serve hunters only to the degree that hunten
remain a big and miculate voting block. To that
end, the hunter may have to reassess his standards,
and the game agency its business strategies. This
is a poor time to lose strength through attrition

Sixteen Years of 3-Point Bull Hunting in Northeast Oregon
PATRICK E. MAlTHEWS, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife,
82119 Fish Hatchery Lane, Enterprise, OR 97828
VICTOR L. COGGINS, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife

Abstract: During the early 1970's lowpost season bull to cow ratio and the paucity of mature bulls
in the Snake River Management Unit of Northeast Oregon, resulted in a hunting regulation change
from any antlered bull to 3-point or larger bull in 1977. A limit on the number of hunters was
implemented in 1979 and has continued through 1992. Bull to cow ratio improvedfollowing the
implementationofthe 3-point regulation, but recruitment of buUs beyond the three year old age class
has remained static. Sixteen years of data collected under management with a 3-point plus antler
regulation are evaluated and discussed.

T

he Snake River Unit (SRU), is located in the
northeast comer of Oregon, bordered on the
east by Hells Canyon and the Snake River. The
Imnaha River drainage forms the west boundary of
the Unit. Open bunchgrass slopes, large rock
outcrops, and timber stringers c m r i z e the
unit. Road and vehicle access is minimal with
much of the area containing steep rugged drainages and providing a rugged back country experience for elk hunters.

In the early 1960's an expanding Rocky Mountain elk (C~MISelaphus) population with relatively low annual hunter numbers afforded increased hunter success and oppoMties for
m a t m bulls. Hunter numbers increased through
the 1960's to greater than 2000bull hunters
annually during the early 1970's. Bull escapement
diminished during this time period d t i n g in
mual harvests consisting primarily of yearling
bulls. Concerns over the decline in branch antlered bulls and post season bull ratios prompted
public and political requests for the Oregon
Department of Fish and W~ldlife(ODFW)to
manage the SRU under a 3-point minimum antler
regulation.
Bull hunting regulations and season structure
during the early 1970's consisted of 19 day season
in late October early November and a bag limit of
one bull with antlers longer than the eats. In 1977
a 3-point regulation (3-PR) was implemented in
the SRU, and season length d u c e d to 9 days.
The regulation limited harvest to bulls having a
minimum of 3 points on one antler. In 1979 the
rifle bull season was divided into two hunt periods

(5 and 9 days) with a quota of 500 tags issued per
hunt period. In addition to the new rifle season, a
46 day August-September archery season was
established with a bag limit of one elk of either
sex. In 1981 the rifle tag quota was increased to
550 per hunt period. This quota remained in effect
until 1991 when tag quotas were reduced to 450
per hunt period. In 1984, the archery season was
reduced to 30 days and a 3-PR initiated. Archery
season regulations remained unchanged from
1984-92. Regulations in units adjacent to the SRU
remained the same as pre- 1977 SRU regulations
with the exception that seasons were divided into
two periods in 1979 and hunters were required to
choose which period they would hunt.

In the early 1980's. post season herd composition surveys indicated a substantial proportion of
the yearling bulls in the SRU could not be accounted for although the majority of the age class
should have been protected by the 3-PR. ODFW
initiated a study in 1984 to gain information
regarding the loss of yearling bulls. During the
springs of 1984-86 a total of 45 bulls were radio
collared in the SRU.The movements of these bulls
were monitored from 1984 to 1990. Radio monitoring indicated a significant portion of the bulls
were moving into adjacent units to spend the
summer and early fall and returning to the SRU to
winter. Consequently, many bulls were being
harvested in adjacent units (Anonymous, 1988).
Annual population surveys indicate the wintering population of elk in the SRU has doubled since
the early 1970's. In 1987 5200 elk were estimated
to be wintering in the SRU; however, since then

the population has been reduced to a 1992estimate
of 4,200 elk. The reduction in elk numbers in the
SRU nsulted from management objectives
adopted by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission in 1982 which set upper limits on unit herd
sizes and quired ODFW to control population
levels of wintering elk

In this paper we discuss the d t s and consequences of the 3-PR with fespect to: l) the
response in the bull:cow ratio, 2) recruitment of
older aged bulls into the population, 3) age stntcture of bulls in the harvest, 4) effect on hunter
recreation, and 5) the effectivenessof this regulation with bull interchange between adjacent units.
We thank Walt Van Dyke, Chris Carey, Leonard
Erickson, Ron Bartels, and Marty St. Lewis for
their work obtaining herd composition information
and field harvest data. The piloting expertise of
Bud Stangel and Joe Spence is appreciated. Bill
Knox provided helpful review comments and
Rosemary Peterson typed and retyped the manu-

script.

STUDY AREA
The SRU lies in the very northeast comer of
Oregon, and encompasses 640km of primarily
timber and rangeland. Niiety three percent of the
unit is publicly owned and managed by the United
States Forest Service. Since 1976 the area has
been managed under National Recreation Area
designation. The unit is lightly roaded and characterized by steep rugged drainages, with elevations
ranging from 400m to over 2100 m. Annual
precipitation ranges between 25 cm and 100 cm
with most received at higher elevations.

Low to mid elevations m characterized by steep
sloped grasslands alternating with vertically
oriented timber stringers. Grasslands are domi. nated by bluebunch wheatgrass (Appyma
sr>icatum),Sandbwg's bluegrass
sandburpii),
and Idaho fescue
idahoensis). Northerly
aspects consist primarily of Douglas fir
menziesii)in association with
ninebark
Caoitatus), and scattered
Grand fir (werandis)and ponderosa pine
near stream bottoms. Grand fir
dominate high
and subalpine fir (Abies
elevation timbered mas.

METHODS
Sex and age composition information was
obtained by post season surveys from a Piper
Supercub aircraft. Bull elk were classified as
yearlings, medium (2.5 - 3.5 yea.old), and mature
(4.5 + years old). Total elk counts were also
recorded during these flights and used to derive
winter population estimates. Flight pmcedufe~for
herd composition and population estimation are
described by Coggins (1986). Bull harvest
information was obtained fromannual statewide
harvest m e y s (ODFW 1971-93). In addition,
fram 1986-92, special efforts were made to contact
SRU hunters in the field and through mad check
stations. Harvested bulls were aged based on
presence or absence of deciduous teeth, tooth
eruption, and tooth replacement. Additional
information concerning bull mortality, age at
harvest, movements, and harvest outside the SRU,
was obtained by tracking radio collard animals.

RESULTS
Herd Composition and Bull Ratios

-

During years without 3-PR regulations (197 1
1976) post season antlered bull ratios averaged 4 5
per 100cows (range 1-7, Fig. 1). Following the
first season of 3-PR bull hunting (1977) the bull
ratio increased to 1.1per 100cows, and consisted
of 94% yearlings, 5%medium (2.5 -3.5 year olds),
and 1%matm (4.5 - year olds) bulls (Fig. 2).
Post season bull ratios, under the 3-PR and limited
tag quotas (1979-1992). averaged 11.5 bulls per
100cows and varied fmm 8-16 (Fig. 1). There
.wasno trend up or down in the number of bulls
per 100 cows between 1977 and 1990. In 1991
and 1992 bull:cow ratio improved slightly after the
hunter tag quota was reduced by 200. During the
1977-92time period yearling bulls accounted for
an average of 84% of the bulls classified, while
medium and mature bulls accounted for 13%and
3%. respectively. Although the proportion of
medium bulls increased following implementation
of the 3-PR the percentage of this age class has
remained static since.1980. The number of mature
bulls also remained static, with no evidence of
increased recruitment within the bull segment of
@epopulation (Fig. 2).

#/I00 Cows
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A

Year
+Calves
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Figure 1. Post season bul1:cow and caEcow ratios in the Snake River Management Unit, 1971-92.
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Figu~
2. Percent of bulls within each age class from pqst season classific ation surveys, Snake River Unit,
1977-92.
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Table 1. Pemnt of harvested bulls in each age class

Calf Recruitment
Information from late winter classification surveys
indicated a downward trend in'&.cow ratios (Fig.
1). despite a two fold increase in bu1l:cow ratios
after the 3-PR was initiated. The average number of
calves/100 cows prior to 1978 was 37, while between 1978 and 1992 the ratio averaged 31 calves1
100 cows.

from hunter field checks in the Snake River Unit,
1986-92.
Age Class

na

15
(96)

2.5

Year

(%I

35+
(%)

Avn.

56

2

81

16

Bull Harvest
Annual harvest prior to the 3-PR averaged 243
bulls and ranged from 217-285 (Fig. 3). In 1977 (3PR initiated) total bull harvest decreased, but harvest
increased in succeeding years following protection
of the yearling age class. The 1977decline was due
to the paucity of 2.5 year old bulls, because of low
yearling escapement in previous years. From 197892 annual harvest varied considerably fmm 127-259
bulls, with an average of 187. Average annual bull
hawest was considerably lower following the 3-PR
than during years with any bull regulation (Fig. 3).
During 1986-92.294 of the annual estimated bull
harvest was observed by ODFW personnel during
hunter field checks. Yearling bulls accounted for
2% of the observed harvest, while 2.5 and 3.5 + year
olds accounted for 81% and 16%. respectively
(Table 1). A slight increase in the percentage of 3.5
+ year olds observed in the harvest in recent years
may have been due to the duction in available bull
tags, and limited hunter quotas in adjacent units
during 1991 and 1992.

Radio Collared Bulls
A total of 45 bulls (39-10 month olds and 6-1.5
year olds) were collared in the SRU during 1984-86.
Thirty- t h e percent of the marked bulls (15 of 45)
wene legally hatvested within the SRU in succeeding years, while 40% (18 of 45) were legally harvested outside the SRU in adjacent management
units under any antlered bull harvest regulations
(Table 2). Seventy-three percent (1 1 of 15) of the
bulls legally killed in the SRU were harvested as 2.5
year olds, and no collared bulls lived beyond 5.5
years of age. Illegal harvest of radioed yearling
bulls, within the SRU, averaged 10%(4 of 39)
annually. Of the 18 bulls legally killed outside the
SRU, 39% and 44% were harvested as yearlings and
25 year olds, respectively. Among the 39 bulls
colla~das yearlings, combined mortality accounted
for an average of 33% (13 bulls) annual mortality
within that age class.

Wumk of bulls checked.

DISCUSSION
Post season classification surveys indicate the 3-PR
accomplished the objective of increasing bu1l:cow
ratios by protecting yearling bulls. Similar findings
have been reported by Boyd and Lipscomb (1976),
VOR and DeSimone (I 991). From 1977-90there
was no apparent trend in SRU bull ratios. Annual
variations were likely a product of the number of
bulls harvested outside the SRU and calf recruitment
from the previous year. Information from radioed
bulls suggests the overall ratio would have been
higher if the yearling bulls had not been harvested
outside the SRU.
Classification surveys and hunter field checks
suggest that during the past sixteen yesus the point
regulation has not effectively increased the number of
mature bulls in the population. Similar results were
reported by Boyd and Lipscomb (1976). Rocky
mountain elk generally attain 4-5 antler points as two
year olds and become legal for harvest. In addition,
yearling bulls which have 3-points on a spike type
antler are occasionally harvested. Yearlings with this
type of development are believed to be animals with
genetically superior antler characteristics but are
removed from the population reducing the opportunity for these desirable traits to be passed on. The 3PR regulation results in transferring the majority of
the bull harvest from yearlings to two year olds.
Further reductions in available bull tags in the SRU,
coupled with limited hunter quotas during first period
hunts in adjacent units (initiated in 1991). probably
accounts for the slight increase in post season bull
rgtios and three year old age class observed in the
1991and 1992 harvest. ,
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Table 2. Fate of 45 bull elk radio collared in the Snake River Unit,during winter 1984-86.
Illegal Harvest

Legal Harvest

SRU (%)

Outa (%)

.

.

SRU (%) Outa (%)

Natural

Collar

SRU (96) Outa (96)

Failure (%)

Total
%fortalities occurred outside of Snake River Unit

Pop. Estimate

Bull Harvest

6000 1

1971

1300

1974

1977
A

-Pop.

1980

1983

1986

1989

1992-

year
Estimate

@$% Bull Harvest

Figure 3. Annual hunter harvest of bull elk, and winter population estimates of elk in the Snake River
Unit,1971-92. No harvest survey conducted 1984..
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A major consideration when managing harvest
rates is the regulation of hunter numbers and/or
pressure in relation to the habitat characteristicsof
the area and desired composition of the harvest.
Although a quota on hunter numbers has been
maintained since 1979, hunters have effectively
harvested the majority of legal bulls annually.
Despite the rugged terrain and lack of roads in the
SRU, bulls remain vulnerable to hunters due to the
extensive open slopes and lack of adequate hiding
cover. Furthermore, regulations which allow
hunters to legally harvest one bull have been
difficult to enforce. Many hunters after legally
tagging a bull will continue to hunt and harvest
additional bulls for their hunting companions to
tag. This sort of hunter ethic further reduces bull
escapement.
Radio monitoring suggests average annual illegal
kill of yearlings bulls in the SRU (10%) was considerablylowerthan that observed in theElkhomMoun-

tains of Montana (34.8%) under a branch antler bull
regulation (Vore and DeSimone 1991). Perhaps the
fewer number of hunters (hunter quota) in the SRU
may explain the reduced incidence of sublegal mortality.
Total annual bull harvest was lower in years following implementationof the 3-PR despiteincreases
in total elk population. This was believed to be a
functionof the total number of legal bulls available.
Radio monitoring of SRU bulls indicated a higher
proportion of two year old bulls leave the unit than
yearlings (Anonymous, 1988). Therefore, among
bulls which remained in the SRU and were protected
by the3-PR as yearlings, 20% of these bulls migrated
from the unit as two year olds, reducing the number
of legal bulls available for harvest.
Public presswe to maintain the 3-PR has centered
around the misconception that the regulation increasesthe number of maturebulls. In addition,most
hunters are satisfied with the regulation since it
provides ample opportunity to harvest branch antlered bulls. Most norEheast Oregon Units do not
provide this type of opportunity. Future management strategiesin the SRU are to maintain bull ratios
at management objective levels and improve survival to older age classes, while optimizing hunter
opportunity and harvest. Management success will
depend on regulating hunting pressure and garnering
public support for change. Vore and DeSimone

(1991) have demonstrated that application of a spike
bull season coupled with limited branch antlered bull
hunting in the Elkhom Mountains was effective in
providing hunter opportunity, harvest, increased bull
ratios, and m i t m e n t of olderbulls. The Washington
Department of wildlife has reported similar results
withthistype of regulation(PatFowler,pen. commun).
A spikellimited branch bull season is currently being
evaluated in other northeast Oregon units. Achieving
desired results and hunter acceptanceof this regulation
will largely determine the potential applicationin the
SRU.

In summary, the 3-PR effectively increased the
bull:cow ratio in the SRU, but did not improve the
recruitment of mature bulls into the population. Two
year old bulls comprise the bulk of the harvest with
minimal escapement beyond this age class. Total
hunter numbers and bull harvest has been reduced
despite increases in the SRU elk population. Because
a portion of the bulls migrate in and out of the unit,
future management schemes employed in the SRU
will also need to be implemented in adjacent units to
achieve desired bull cgmposition and hunter opportunity.
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Older Bulls Who Needs Them?
RICH DESIMONE, Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife & Parks, 1420E. 6th Ave., Helena, MT 5%20
JOHNVORE,Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife & Parks,490 N. Meridian Rd., Kalispell, MT 59901
TOM CARLSEN, Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife & Parks, P.O. Box 998, Townsend, MT 59644

Abstract: The absence of older bulls in many of our hunted elk herds has resulted in considerable concern and discussion. The literature indicates that in herds where young bulls dominate
breeding pregnancy rates may be sightly reduced and conception dates may be delayed a month.
However, there is inconclusive evidence that calfproductionor recruitment are significantly
Mected. lnfonnanonfrom the ElWlorn Mountains indicates that although total bulls were increased by over 4 times and older bulls increased by over 40 rimes, no significant increase in calf
production and recmTUImKnt
was recorded. Concerns over long term evoluiionary comequences
of young bull breeding are discussed including disruption ofsocial ~rgm~zation,
loss of the
rutting behavior of mature bulls and the interruption of the natural selectionprocess. Evidence
from the Ellhorn Mountains suggests that wildlife agencies may have overstated concerns that
managing for older bulls will result in the loss of hunter opponimity. The decision to managefor
mature bulls will probably not be made on the basis of hard science but on the basis of human
values and our h i r e to preserve an importantpart of our wildlife heritage.

I

n recent years there has been considerable dis
cussion about the loss of older bulls in many of
our hunted elk herds and the biological consequences
of having young bulls as the dominant b d e r s . In
herds where older bulls have been eliminated, concem has focused on potential changes in pregnancy
rates and conception dates and ultimately calf production and recruitment. Several authors have also
speculated on possible effects on the evolutionary
process, behavior, ecology and social well-being of
herds where olderbulls absent ( ~ e i s1982,1991,
t
Peek 1985, Bubenik 1982, Cowan 1974).

are

In many of our hunted elk herds, few bulls live to
physical and sexualmaturity. Heavy harvest of bulls
is a functionof vulnerabilityresulting from increases
in hunter density, hunter efficiency, and loss of
habitat security, primarily due to incmsed mading
and loss of cover through timber hamest. Agencies
responsible for managing elk are often reluctant to
manage for older bulls because they fear that restrictions necessary to allow older bulls to survive will
.result in a loss of hunter opportunity.
This paper reviews literature dealing with the
biologicaleffects of breeding by young versus older
bulls and presents information from a 10 year study
in the Ellchom Mountains of south-centralMontana
about changes in calf production after numbers of
olderbulls were substantiallyincreased. In addition,
we monitored changes in hunter opportunity (nurnbers of hunters, number of hunter recreation days,

and bull harvest) before and after changes in hunting
regulations and increases in numbers of bulls. In the
Ewoms, hunting was allowed for all antlered bulls
through 1985, during 1986 hunting was restricted to
branch-antlered bulls, &d since 1987spikebulls were
open to all hunters while harvest of older bulls was
controlled through permits.

CALF PRODUCTION CONCERNS
Information from some studies of free-ranging elk
indicated that pregnancy rates were lower in herds
where older bulls were few and yearliig bulls probably did most of the breeding. Work on Roosevelt elk
in Washington (Smith 1980) indicated that pregnancy
rates significantlydeclined (77% to 61%)at the same
time the number of preseasonbranched bulls declined
from 8 to 5 per 100 cows. Additional work on
Roosevelt elk in Oregon (Hines et al. 1985) also
ported lower pregnancy rates (67% versus 47%)
when the number of preseason branched bulls were
low (39 versus el per 100 cows). Studies of Rocky
Mountain elk in Utah (Squibb et al. 1991) also indicated that pregnancy rates tended to be higher in an
area with 41 bulls per 100 cows preseason versus
another area with 15bulls per 100cows and few older
bulls.
Similarto pregnancy rates,conception dates tend to
be later in herds with predominantly yearling sires
(~quibbet al. 1991, Hies et al. 1985). Hines and
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Lemos (1979) reported that among captive elk, yearling sired births peaked in early July while mature
sired births peaked in late May. Other captive elk
studies in Utah indicated that yearling bulls were
sexually active 1 month later than mahm bulls
(Prothemet al. 1979). Conception and calving dates
were estimated to be 4 to 6 weeks later in cows sired
by yearlings.
Several studies demonstrated an internlationship
between the lack of older bulls and declines in
pregnancy rate and later conception dates; however,
little evidence has convincingly related the lack of
olderbulls to decliinesin calf production, sutvival,or
recruitment. A review of infomation collected on
Colorado's White River herd (Freddy 1987) suggested a significant decline in postseason bull per
100 cow ratios from 13 to as low as 4. During the
sametimethere was asiflcant declinein postseason
calf per 100 cow ratios from 57-62 to as low as 43.
Although a possible relationshipbetween declining
bull and declining calf production was suggested by
the data, the author concluded: @g. 1) "The definitive cause of declining postseason calfxow
ratios...could not be determined.. .decliningnutrition
as related to increased numbers of elk was hypoth-

esized as the most likely factor affecting reproduction in the White River elk population."
Studies of elk in the Gravelly Mountains of Mon-

tana (Hamliin and Ross 1991)indicatedthatpostseason
bull per 100cow ratios increased fmm lows of 2 to 3
to about 15. During the same time calf per 100 cow
ratios increased from lows of 25 to around 50.
Although numbers of males and calves increased in
later years of the study, the authors indicated that
other factorswere involved and concluded: @g.247)
"We could not document a convincing relationship
between numbers of breeding bulls and calfproduction and survival".
After change from open bull hunting (1982-85) to
the spikes IegWolder bulls by permit regulation
(1987-93) significant incneases in the number of
bulls in the Elkhom Mountains were nxorded (Fig.
1). During this time, the average number of bulls
postseason increased Erom 2 to 10 per 100 cows
w
31459=000, ldf)and the numberof bulls older
than yearlings increased from 0.1 to 5 per 100 cows
(X=: 287.99=.000,ldf). During this same time
period the average number of calves per 100 cows
slightly increase (32 vdrsus 37) pig. I) although not
significantly (F=2.04,P=.153, ldf).

Year

Year

Figure 1. Trends in bull and calf ratios in the Elkhom Mountains
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In summary,there is someevidencein herds where
young bulls dominate breeding that pregnancy rates
may be slightly reduced and conception dates in
some cows may be delayed by 1 month. However,
there is little evidence to convinciiy demonstrate
that net calf production and survival is reduced.

8 year old bulls occur in the hunter harvest and are
breeding cows.

A questionoften asked is: "What has been thecost
in hunter opportunity in order to return m a w bulls
to the Elkhorns?" The statewideharvest survey (Fig.
2) indicates an initial decline in hunter numbers after
the new season was implemented,although numbers
of hunters mtumed to former levels (1982-85) after
2 years. Since 1989, the number of hunters has
HUNTER OPPORTUNITY
increased each year. In fact, the rate of incin
CONCERNS
Elkhorn hunters since 1989 is over twice the rate of
increase in elk hunters for the entire state (Fig. 2).
Wddlife agencieshavetraditionallymanaged with T~endsin elk hunter days and bull harvest for the
the philosophy of e m p h a s i i hunter o p p o ~ t y J3khoms mg. 3) m similarto thetrends in number
by encouragingliberalhuntingregulationsthat maxi- of hunters. The most recent information (1992)
mize hunter paiticipation and game harvest. This indicated thehighemumber ofhunters, hunterdays,
well until recent years when and bull hawest ever recorded in thehunting district
philosophy WOW
inmadng elk vulnerability led to substantial de- (Fig. 2,3). Recently, one of the highest densities of
clines in the number of older bulls. In many parts of elk hunters, hunter days and bull harvest in the state
the West numbers of maturebulls (6 to 8 years of age) of Montana has been recorded in the Elkhorns.
per 100cows are probably as low as have occurred.
Agencies are hesitant to manage for more matwe
In summary, information from the Filkhoms pmbulls pimarily because of concern over loss of vides evidence that the concern over managing for
hunter opportunity.
older, mature bulls willlead to loss of hunter opportunity has been at least partially overstated. We do
The change to the spike regulation in the Ellchom not want to oversellthespikeseasonthathas worked
Mountains resulted in an increaseof over4 times the in the Elkhorns, but do challengethe commonIyheld
number of total bulls in the herd pornseason and an belief that additional regulation automatically remaeaseof over40times in the number of bullsolder sults in loss of hunter opportunity as traditionally
than yearlings. After 7 years of this regulation, 6 to measuned by hunter participationand harvest levels.

8195
Average

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

Figure 2. Trends in numbers of elk hunters.
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Figure 3. Trends in hunter days and bull hravest in the Elkhorn Mountains.

EVOLUTIONARY CONCERNS
How are social organization, rutting behavior and
the natural selection process affected in herds where
older bulls are no longer present and young bulls
dominate breeding? In order to address this question
it is importantto summarizesomeof the knowledge of
elk ecology from studies of populations with 'naturally' occurring age and sex ratios.
Information from 7 national patics RaW 1) indicated that nonhunted elk populations usually had
approximately 50 antlered bulls per 100 cows, and
abouttwo-thirds of thebulls were olderthanyearlings.
This adult sex ratio is similar to those found in the
studiesof unhunted Ewpean red deer where approximately 2 females per male have most commonly been
reported (Mitchell et at. 1977,Lowe 1969).

In an attempt to maximizehunter participationand
bull harvest, hunted elR herds usually carry far fewer
bulls than occur 'naturally'. An example is the
E1WlornMountains' elk herd w h e bull
~ per 100cow
ratios averaged only2 postseasonand less than58 of
these bulls were olderthan yearlings duringthe early
1980sprior to changes in hunting regulations @g.
1). This herd had only 5% of the total bulls and 1%
of the older bulls typically found in unhunted herds
wore and DeSimone 1991). In contrast to North
America's game management approach, European
managers attempt to optimii trophy size and perturt, adult bull per cow ratios the opposite way by
aiming for ratios appmximating 1 bull per cow
(Ueckermann 1982, Mitchell et al..l977).

Table 1. Bull ratios reported in National Parks.

NATIONAL
PARK
Yellowstone
TheodoreRoosevelt
Jasper
Banff
Waterton Lakes
Olympic
COMBINED

YEARS
Prior to 1956
1985-1988
1957-1967
1957-1967
1957-1964
1976,1977,1979

AUTHOR
Houston, 1982
Westfal et al, 1989
Hook, 1970
Flook, 1970
Flook, 1970
Smith, 1980

B w : 1 0 0 Cows

BAB: 1OOCows

47
44
43
46
58
43
47

31

Bull elk attain physical, social and sexual manuity
between 6 and 8 years old (Rook 1970, CluttonBrock el al. 1982, Bubenik 1982). Bulls are known
to live to about 15years (Flook 1970) although bulls
much older than 10 are usually considered past their
prime. From birth to age 5 there are substantial
increases in body size, weight, and antler growth
(Flook 1970, Clutton-Brock et al. 1982). Growth
continues at a slower rate after age 5.

In herds with unperturbed age and sex ratios, the
peak in fighting success and harem size usually
between 6 and 10years old and most bulls rut
for 3 to 5 years (Glutton-Brock et al. 1982). Bulls
under 4 or 5 years old usually do not hold harems
(Glutton-Bmk et al. 1982. Shuhsaker 1967). Although yearling bulls are capable of breeding cows
(Lincoln 1971, Conaway 1952). cows usually aggressively reject advances of yearling bulls during
the rut (Glutton-Bmk et al. 1982). In fact, duringthe
many years of studying red deer on the isle of Rhum
biologists did not observe a free-ranging cow mating
with a bull less than 5 years old (Glutton-Brock et al.
1982).
OCCUIS

Reproductive success of bulls is closely nlated to
their fighting ability which was strongly correlated
with age, body size, body weight, and antler growth
(Qutton-Brock et al. 1982). To attain physical characteristics necessary for fighting success a bull must
be a successful forager and be able to conserne
energy and health (Geist 1982). Bulls that have
learned to adapt successfully to local environments
grow the largest, are successN in fighting and are
asswed of reproductive success (Geist 1982). Even
in herds with a full complement of bulls, very few
actually mcipate in breeding. The work on Rhum
indicated that in any year nearly 50% of all bulls 4
years and olderfailed to breed and that only about 5%
of the breeders sired more than 4 calves (CluttonBrock et al. 1982). Reproductive success, the~fore,
is assured for only those few bulls that live long
enough and successfully exploit local envimnmnets
to attain physical, social, and sexual maturity and
dominance. This evolutionary process is interrupted
in herds where bull numbers have been substantially
of
reduced. In these herds a much higher
a particular age cohort participate in breeding.

In order
in 1987

to say "Out this
who headed elk research in Montana at the time, wrote letters to several

what

well published authorities on ungulate ecology. A
question asked of these experts was: "What do you
think the biological and evolutionary ramifications
are if we don't manage for larger and older bulls in
our elk populations?"
Valerius Geist: "The biological ones would
be a reduced body and antler growth rate,
and increased natural mortality of the
surviving bulls...The evolutionary
implicatiom are likely to be hhviaf."
Anthony Bubenik: "By harvesting only the
juvenile males, and not having prime males,
you expose the population to the danger of
behavior, and genetical deterwranon, with
lau recruitment, lowfimess and overall
resistance to irfectiom, low body weights
and inadequate antler qualw."
Richard Goss: "...ifthe hunting sector is
allowed to select out mature buUs, such
mating as may still occur will not perpetuate
those qualities in thepopulation that will
yield larger racks and more robust animals.
Wheneverartr&?~:ial
selection substitutesfor
natural selection, the genetic wellbeing ofthe
population suflers...By allowing hunters to
eliminate older males,you inevitably subvert
evolution."

In summary, in herds where young bulls dominate
breeding, social organization is disrupted, rutting
behavior of matme bulls is reduced or entirely lost,
and the natural xileaion process is intempted.

DISCUSSION
Ellc managers have a compulsionto be good scientists and to look at the question of the necessity for
older bulls from a objective and analytical perspective. This approach may indicate that total dependence on yearling bulls as sires is not a good idea.
Available evidence, however, indicates that bulls 2
years of age can effectivelyaccomplishb&g
and
maintain calf production. Hunters complain about
the absenceof older bulls but are often satisfied with
harvesting 2 year olds. Managing for 6 to 8 year old
bulls in our e k herds cannot bejustified vek effeetively fmm a short tern biological perspective. in
addition, olderbulls with larger antlen are a result of

naturalselection(unless CharlesDarwin was wrong)
although any attempt to measure what their loss
could mean in an evolutionary sense may not only be
impractical, but impossible. So why manage for
physically, socially, and sexually mature 6 to 8 year
old bulls? The answer to this question may not lie in
the realm of hard science, but rather in the realm of
human values.
Biologists are uncomfortable addressing the issue
of the need for older bulls from a human value
perspective and usually try to confine the argument
to hard scientific evidence. However, human values
are at the heart of wildliie management (Livingston
1981) and at the heart of our wildlife heritage. Sixty
yeas ago Leopold (1933) wrote: @g.392) "But it is
not merely a supplyof game, in thestrictly quantitative sense, that is in question. The conservation
movement seeks rather to maintain values in which
quality and distribution matter quite as much as
quantity."The incrediblesuccessof wildlife restoration in North America was brought about through
human values desiring to preserve a link to our
cultural past.
The necessity of maintaining older bulls in our elk
herds is not only an issue of human values but an
issue of what biological standards are we setting for
our wildlife? The question is one of the degree of
wildness(wild wild, mild wild, defiled wild) (Lonner
1991). Elk have the most spectacular rut of any
member of the deer family (Geist 1991). Bull elk
boldly advertize by bugling, wallowing, thrashing,
posturing, and fighting. Elk managers need to ask
themselves if the incredible drama of the elk rut is
going to be limited to national parks, private ranches,
and a few isolated herds.

Spiritual solace is pmvided to many of us when all the
spectacularattributesof bull behavior are taking place
each year and our elk herds are being sired by mature
bulls like they have been for thousands of years.
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Control of Michigan's Elk Populaton and Bull-To-CowRatios Through Antlered and Antlerless H m e s t Quotas
ELAINE CARLSON, Michigan Department of Natural Resources,
P.O. Box 158, Houghton Lake Heights, MI 48630
GLEN MA'iTHEWS, Michigan Department of Natural Resources,
P.O. Box 667, Gaylord, MI 49735
ABSTRACT: Elkhunting has been offered to the residents @Michiganonanannual bask since 1984.
These controlled hunts have been designed to regulate the overall elk population to reduce agricultural andforest regenerotioncot#licayet maintain enoughprime-agebullsfor viewingopportunities.
An overall winter population of 800-900 elk has been recommended withinfour management units.
Spec@c quotas for numbers of bulls and antlerless elk to take during the hunts in each unit are
detemnnrned
and evaluated using a computer program that simulates the Michigan elk herd and is
validated by aerial and ground censuses. Limited numbers of Antlerless-only and Hunter's Choice
licensesare offered in each hunt in an approximate 2:1 ratio. Cowsand calves are legalfor the holder
of an Antlerless-onty license. Any elk is legal with a Hunter's Choice license, but bulls are almost
always the "choice". High rates of hunter success (>go%) are achieved. In parts of the range, elk
population sizehas been reducedorstabilized,while still maintaininghighbull-to-cow(60:100)ratios
in the herd. Thispaper willfocus on the advantages of having separate bull and antlerless elk quotas
and the precision that can be developed by having two types of elk hunting licenses.

INTRODUCTION

T

he re-establishmentof elk in Michigan began
in the early part of this century. Herd growth
was relatively constant and may have peaked in
the late 1940's and 1950's. By 1963, the population was estimated at 1,500 elk, and the herd
became the subject of considerable public debate
(Moran 1973). Elk were a popular attraction to a
growing tourist industry, but inmased range
damage and agricultural crop depredations created
conflict. In an attempt to control elk numbers, two
regulated hunts were held in 1964 and 1965 with a
combined removal of 452 elk (Moran 1973).
Illegal shooting and encroachment of human
development had a substantial impact on the herd.
A combiied ground and air census in the winter of
1975 was estimated to include only 200 elk. With
increased law enforcement and public education
efforts and improved habitat management primarily for white-tailed deer, the herd decline was
reversed. In January 1984,850elk were estimated
in the winter herd. Again, complaints of damage
to crops and forest regeneration suggested a need

for population control, but a strong intemt in elkrelated recreation and the public's concern for
herd protection required careful considerations. In
1984,the Michigan Natural Resources Commission approved an elk management plan with a goal
of "a viable elk population in harmony with the
environment, affording optimal recreational
opportunities" (MDNR 1984). One of the options
recommended in the plan was recreational hunting
as a tool for population control. In December of
1984, a very limited hunt was carried out. The
controlled hunts were expanded in area, number
of licenses, and season dates, and have been
continued annually. The use of antlered and
antlerless harvest quotas has been an integral part
of these hunts. The emphasis has been on the
harvest of cows and calves to depress elk population size. Control of the bull harvest has maintained that segment of the population in demand
by the viewing public. This report will explain the
concept of Hunter Choice and Antlerless-only
licenses presently used in Michigan elk hunts.
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BACKGROUND
The elk range is located in northern lower Michigan and includes parts of Montmorency, Otsego,
Cheboygan and Presque Isle counties, totaling
approximately 820 square miles. State ownership
comprises about 50% of the area and is managed by
the Michigan Department of Natural Resources for
multiple purposes. Most is gently rolling forest
land with interspersed components of big-toothed
and trembling aspen, northern hardwoods (sugar
maple, beech), upland pine (natural and plantation
red, white and jack), lowland conifers, and grassy
openings. Average annual snowfall is almost 100
inches with normal snow depths reaching 20-24
inches. High quality cold-watertrout streams
traverse the area. Non-industrial private land makes
up the other half of the range and is characterized
by rural residential and sbsonal recreational
properties and cash-crop f a m . Individual holdings
range in size from a few acres to 12,000 acres.
TEmber management is common on both private
and public land. Oil and gas development is
scattered thughout and a unique development
agreement with this industry on a portion of the
range has benefitted elk management (MDNR, 1982).

The area is divided into four elk management
units (Fig. 1). These units have unique characteristics and roughly repwent discrete elk populations. In 1988, winter population objectives were
recommended for each of the management units
for a total of 800-900 elk (Table 1). Outside
these boundaries, the objective is to have no elk.
The population goal within each unit was reached
by evaluating habitat conditions, elk population
dynamics, and giving consideration to human
tolerance levels. Hunting zones, season dates,
and antlered and antlerless harvest quotas are
individually tailored for these units on an annual
basis.
While no formal objective has been posed for a
bull-tocow ratio, it is believed that about 60 adult
bulls to 100 adult cows is desirable in the Michigan elk herd. The rationale for maintaining this
high ratio, relative to herds in western states, is
that a larger herd with lower recruitment provides
good opportunity to view mature bull elk. The
biological ramificatiohs of such a ratio may be an
interesting investigation.

Figure 1. Elk Management Units in Michigan.
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Table 1. Winter population objectives for elk
management units in Michigan.
Number ofElk

Unit

N

250-275
170-200
80-100
300-325

Total

800-900

I
I1

m

METHODS
Field recommendations for harvest quotas are
based in part on the knowledge of elk numbers in
each unit, which is obtained from a mid-winter
census. This census is an intensive ground and air
search designed to locate as many elk as possible.
Census participants are asked to identify bulls and
cows and to differentiate between spike bulls and
animals with larger racks. A population estimate
is then generated (Table 2) based on a subjective
evaluation of survey conditions. The estimate is
used as a gauge to evaluate progress towards the
population goal. For instance in 1992 and 1993,
Unit IV was at or near the desired objective, yet
Unit I continues to show an increase in herd size.

Harvest quotas are refined by use of a computer
simulation model, POP-11 (Fossil Creek Software,
Ft. Collins, CO). Originally developed by Beyer
(1987). the model has been recently revised
(Bender 1992). By manipulating the number of
bulls, cows and calves removed in a simulated
harvest, field personnel are able to evaluate
population trends and bull-to-cow ratios. Depending on the need to reduce or stabilize elk numbers
in any one management unit, quotas for Hunter
Choice and Antlerless-only licenses are recommended. Cows and calves are legal for the holder
of an Antlerless-only license. Any elk is permitted
with a Hunter Choice license, but the "choice" for
Michigan elk hunters is almost always a bull.
An example of how the strategy is used is
described below. Parts of Management Unit IV
have been open to hunting since 1984. Most of
the unit is state land, making it very accessible to
the viewing public and quite vulnerable to hunting
pressure. Recent census results suggest that the
elk population is near the established objective for
this unit. The 1992harvest resulted in a removal
of 19 bulls, 26 cows and 3 calves by issuing 20
Hunter Choice and 30 Antlerless-only licenses
(Carlson et al. 1993). The harvest recommendations for 1993 were simulated using the POP-I1
model and the results are shown in Table 3. A
slight reduction in harvest quotas is warranted in
order to maintain the stability of this herd. Hunting pressure may be further manipulated by
adjusting unit boundaries, and ~stxictinghunters*
freedom to make late season unit shifts.

Table 2. Michigan elk population estimates by management unit, 1988-1993.

lmlBQ

laQW8
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

I
I1
111

IV

Total

385
225
80
330
1020

285
335
100

liaLm2
'

260
980

450
340
100
310
1200

liiQE23
565
315
135
335
1350

Table 3. The 1992 elk harvest and 1993-94 simulated harvests for Michigan Elk Management Unit IV and
the resulting post-harvest population and bull-to-adult cow ratios.

YEAR
1992
1993
1994

Bulls

HARVEST
Cows & Calves

19
15
15

29
27
27

RATIOS*
(post-harvest)

(bull:cow)

317
323
330

64:lOO

* from POP-11 model simulation
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63:100
65: 100

Another harvest option has been considered for
Management Unit I where the elk population has
been growing rapidly (Table 2). This unit is quite
different than Unit IV in that as much as 70% of the
elk herd located here may move to protected private
lands prior to the traditional December season. In
order to effectively harvest elk, early fall hunts in
September or October have been tried. Hunters
have been restricted to a relatively small proportion
of the total management unit, but at a time when the
elk were available. POP-11 simulationshave been
used to develop the antlered and antlerless elk
quotas. Continuing to incmse these quotas and to
consider three hunt periods of 7-10 days in September as well as a hunt period in December, are
~wmmendationsfor the 1993 season.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since 1984, a total of 942 Antlerless-only and
533 Hunter Choice licenses have been offered
during Michigan elk hunts (Table 4). This approximate 2: 1ratio, heavier to cows and calves,
demonstratesthe emphasis placed on population
reduction. The harvest of 879 cows and calves
and 500 bulls shows very high hunter success
rates, which may be due to ease of access, lack of
elk wariness, clumped distribution of elk, knowledgeable hunting guides, and cooperativelandowners. These high success rates, along with the
two different types of hunting licenses, enable
managers to accurately predict the elk harvest.

Table 4. Quotas and harvest for Michigan elk hunts, 1984-1992.
ANTLERED ELK

ANTLERLESS ELK

OUOTAHARVEST

OUOTA HARvEs-I'

A 0 **

Bulls

*

Cows & Calves

Hunter Choice licenses

** Antledess-only licenses
Only one management unit has an elk population
that is near the recommended goal, but all units
maintain a ratio better than 60 adult bulls to 100
adult cows most times of the year. Elk viewing
remains a popular activity and a small community
in the elk range has been able to successfully
promote a fall weekend "elk festival". The
method of allocating licenses has encouraged a
high proportion of older prime-age bulls in the
population. The controlled hunts have affected elk

distribution as there has been a significant decline
in the number of agricultural crop damage complaints. An average of 41,000 applications have
been received annually for the chance of drawing
an elk license. The 1,475 lucky residents who
were able to participate in a Michigan elk hunt
have had a unique recreational experience. That
elk hunting has been sustained in Michigan since
1984 is quite an accomplishment (R. Moran,
personal communication).

-
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*

There are many challenges facing elk management in Michigan. Elk herds are welcome on some
private mreation lands -pernaps too welcome, in
that these lands act as refuges, preventing hunter
access and consequently, population control. At the
same time, other private landowners demand
increased harvest quotas in order to reduce elk that
browse heavily on new forest regeneration. In two

management units, elk populations far exceed the
desired objectives, yet some areas of state ownership within those units could support more elk.
The public may also become dissatisfied with an
elk herd that after nine years of hunting, is becoming increasingly shy. The continued success of the
management program will depend on strong
agency and public support.
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Innovative Elk Management Through A Cooperative
Landowner Incentive Program in Washington State
BRIAN A. GILBERT, Wildlife Resource Forester, Champion International Corp.,
31716 Camp One Road, Orting, WA 98360

KERRY L.PERSING, Area Forester, Champion International Corp.,
31716 Camp One Road, Orting, WA 98360
ABSTRACT: A program to increase branched antler bull representation while maintaining
hunting opportunitiesonprivate landshas been implementedonChampionInternational'sKapowsin
treefarm inwest central Washingtonsme. Theplan exten&for 5 years and relies on seasonstructure
and harvest management to increase the representation ofmature buUs in the population. From a
current branched antler only season structure, the plan calk for alternating through two years of
spike only seasons,then back to branched antler only seasons. Thiswill allaufor escapement of bull
cohorts through several seasons, &r which a harvest cap will be used to maintin the projected
increase in mature bulls. In addition to general bull elk hunting seasons, a special early season
hunting opportunity will be offered through a lottery permit system.

Introduction
In these times of increased pmsure on, or at
least increased public awareness of, wildlife
habitats on private lands, both state wildlife
departme* and private landowners are loomg
for ways to integrate wildlife management and
resource production Innovative programs which
provide incentives to private landowners are
necessary to enswe the protection, and possible
enhancement, of wildlife habitat on private lands.
Champion International's Kapowsin tree farm has
been involved in intensive wildlife management
since the late 19'70's. Champion's program has
evolved over time to include a fee access program
that has d t e d in revenues being earmarked for
wildlife management. In 1992, Champion Interntional entered into a cooperative agreement with
the Washington Department of Wildlife to promote wildlife habitat, wildlife management, and
public remational oppoMty on their f o ~ s t
lands, while maintaining or enhancing the economic mum to Champion.

Location of the Kapowsin tree farm
The Kapowsin tree farm encompasses approximately 135,000 acres of commercial forestland in
west central Washington state. Of these lands,

113,000 acres are maqaged as fee access lands.
These fee access lands are located in one large,
and one small block on the western edge of Mount
Rainier National Padr and encompass the upper
drainage of the Puyallup river. The area is dominated by commercial forestland and is managed
primarily for the production of wood fiber.

History of fee access on the Kapowsin
tree farm
Fee access was begun on the Kapowsin tree
fam in 1987 in response to an attempt by Champion Intemational to develop multiple sources of
revenue to help cash flow during poor timber
madcets (Ward 1988). Prior to institution of the
fee access program, public access was only
allowed during the general buck deer season and
during special permit seasons. These pennit
seasons we= usually antlerless only seasons aimed
at reducing the deer population in response to high
seedling browse damage.
Because of the browse damage problems, and
because Champion International places a very high
priority on management of other natural resources
such as wildlife, fisheries, and water, a very
intensive wildlife research program was begun on
the Kapowsin tree farm in 1979. To better under-
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seasons,funding was provided to begin a long
term monitoring program of the deer population
In 1986, the deer population had been successfully
controlled and research efforts were expanded to
the elk population.
Since 1986, annual herd composition flights
have been conducted on the Kapowsin tree faxm
and detailed records of all eIk harvested during
each elk season during a given year have been
recorded. The extremely controlled access to the
Kapowsin tree fam eliminates most poaching, and
the validation process associated with fee access
forces all huntels to check in at a manned gate
before entering, and when leaving, the tree farm.
This process allows for accurate estimates of the
number of huntels hunting in any given day, or
over any season, and the number of animals
harvested. In addition, data on each harvested elk
has been taken since 1987. Besides general data
on the sex, antler development, and location of
harvest within the tree f m , a tooth from each
carcass is collected and sent away for cementum
annuli analysis. This allows for correlations
between age and antler development of bulls, as
well as allowing for accurate reconsauction of the
population over time. Population reconstruction
has been a very effective method for analyzing the
poplation dynamics of the deer herd in this area
( G i r t 1992).

Deer and elk hunters encompass approximately
80%to 90% of the annual fee access visitor use
days on the Kapowsin tree farm. As a consequence, the management of the deer and elk
populations are very important to the success of
the fee access program.
Both direct and i n d i i t benefits have been
associated with fee access on the Kapowsin tree
farm. The primary benefit of the fee access
program is the funding source for wildlife management on the Kapowsin tree farm. Without fee
access revenues, of which a large portion goes
directly into a wildlife management budget, it is
unlikely that most of the current wildlife management activities would occur on the tree farm. This
additional money goes into data collection to
determine appropriate game management regimes,
habitat enhancement for both game and non-game
wildlife, and pure wildlife search in association
with universities and the Department of Wildlife.

Additional direct benefits to the fee access users
include:
1. Year-around access to the bulk of the tree fann
(except during severe fire weather or dangerous
road conditions)
2. Designated camping areas
3. Cured and split firewood at access points for use
in designated camping areas.
4. Portable toilets in high use camping areas.
5. Dumpsters at access gates so that access users
can deposit their garbage upon leaving the tree
fm.
6. Year-around security provided by a professional
contractor who works closely with state wildlife
agents on game violations.
7. A newsletter which provides information about
access, results from hunting seasons, and
information relating to the management of the
tree f m that would be of interest to fee access
users.
8. Animal retrieval from road management areas
by Champion pemnnel or security contractors.
Indirect benefits relate primarily to the quality of
the hunting experience. Because the Kapowsin me
farm is located within 1 hour's drive of three major
metropolitan m a s (Seattle, Tacoma, Olympia),
there is the potential for overcrowded hunting
conditions. Fee access appears to result in lower
hunter densities which usually equate to a higher
quality hunting experience. The high proportion of
mad closure areas (approximately 33,000 acres) on
the Kapowsin tree farm allows additional benefits
for hunters that prefer to hunt in closed areas.

Private Landowner's Wildlife
Management Area
In the fall of 199I, the Washington Department of
Wildlife began a program titled "Partners for the
90's: Public Resources, Private Lands". The goal of
this pmgram was "to develop pmgrams which will
preserve, protect, improve, and perpetuate wildlife
habitat on private lands and increase recreational
access for all wildlife users" (Washington Dept.
Wildlife 1991). One of the objectives was to
develop and evaluate a set of landowner incentive
alternatives including the designation of "Private
randowner wildlife management areas" (PLWMA).
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These PLWMAs were to "provide a reasonable
economic return to the landowner in exchange for
developing and/or maintaining habitat and allowing recreational use of private pmperty" (Washington Dept. Wildlife 1991). The Kapowsin tree
farm was unanimously approved by the Washington Wildlife Commission in the fall of 1992 as the
second pilot PLWMA, the first on industrial
forestlands. The plan will be implemented beginning with the 1993hunting season. The pilot
project will last for a minimum of 5 years and will
be reviewed annually by the Washington Wildlife
Commission, the Washington Department of
Wildlife, and Champion International.
The primary goals of the Kapowsin PLWMA are
to 1) further the development of the area's natural
habitat potential for the benefit of wildlife, 2)
enhance the recreational potential of the area for
the benefit of the general public, and 3) provide an
economic return to Champion to cover the costs of
wildlife population monitoring, public access
management, wildlife habitat enhancement, and
wildlife population management in addition to a
return on investment.
With the fee access program, Champion already
had moved a long way towards these goals. The
PLWMA helped by providing more flexibility for
game harvest management on the tree farm, and
by diversifying the sources of revenue for the fee
access program.
The flexibility in harvest management will come
from the designation of the Kapowsin tree farm as
its own management unit. The tree farm was
previously in 3 different Game Management Units
(GMU's) with three different season structures and
harvest restrictions. Seasons and harvest restrictions will be simplified and harvest managers will
be better able to address the specific needs of the
game populations on the Kapowsin tree farm.
The diversification of the revenue sources will
come from a special branched bull hunting access
opportunity in the third year of the PLWMA plan.
Champion managers felt that in order to maintain a
non-exclusive fee structure and to keep access fees
at a level which the "common man" could afford
to recreate on the tree farm, a new source of
revenue was needed. It was determined that a
lottery drawing for a special bull elk hunting
1993 Western States &

access opportunity would allow for continued
return on investment, as well as subsidization of
the general access fees. This lottery drawing
would be a non-refbndable chance for 7 elk
hunters to hunt on 112,000 acres during the late
September rut. In the PLWMA plan, the fee this
special access opportunity is set at $100.00.
However, the actual fee may be less than this
depending on the results of a survey effort to be
conducted of local and statewide elk hunters to
determine the "optimal" fee. The actual fee can be
less, but will be no more, than the $100.00 level in
the plan.

Elk management on the hpowsin
PLWMA
In order to generate a demand for the special
bull hunting opportunity, it will be necessary to
have an elk population with a large number of
mature bulls with above average antler development. The PLWMA plan allows hawest managers
on the Kapowsin PLWMA the opportunity to use
bull harvest restrictions to increase the representation of branched antl& bulls in the elk'population.
From 1987 to 1992, only branched antlered bulls
with at least 3 points on one side were legal game.
This type of harvest restriction allows the bulk of
the yearling cohort to go unexploited until their
second year. In the PLWMA plan, the hmmt
restriction for all bull h a ~ e swill
t change to spike
only for the 1993 and 1994 seasons. This means
that the 1992 yearling bull cohort was not hunted
in 1992 (at least the yearlings with less than 3
points on a side), and will not be hunted in 1993or
1994 because only spikes will be legally harvested. In addition, all the branched antler bulls
that are cumntly in the population will not be
hunted for the next two years. Finally, the proportion of yearlings in the 1993 and 1994 cohorts that
develop branched antlers will not be harvested
during the spike only seasons. These measures,
considered with the fact that controlled access
minimizes poaching, should result in a greater
proportion of branched antler bulls in the population, as well as an increase in the average age of
the bull segment of the population With an
increased number of older branched antler bulls in
the population, there should be an increased
demand for an opportunity to harvest a branched
htler bull on the Kapowsin PLWMA.

In the third year of the PLWMA plan, the
special access opportunity during late September
will begin, and the tree farm will revert back to
branched antler (3 point minimum) muictions in
the general bull seasons, but with the institution of
a harvest cap. This hatyest cap will be set so that
the branched antlered bull representation can be
maintained in the population. This should lead to
a sustainable level of larger, older bulls in the
population. If the branched bull presentation
declines due to overharvest in general seasons,
spike only seasons will again be used to reinvigorate the population.

diversifying revenue sources. The elk management plan on the Kapowsin tree farm illuminates
the possibilities of creating a quality elk population, increasing the opportunity of the general
public to hunt elk on private lands, and of using
funds from mreational access users to impme
the health of wildlife populations and to enhance
wildlife habitats.

Summary
The fee access program on the Kapowsin tree
farm has been successful at providing an h e n tive to Champion International to manage for

Ward, Jack. 1988. Fee access on Champion
International's Washington area timberlands.
Western states and provinces 1988 elk workshop
p w g ~p~.96-99.

healthy wildlife populations and quality wildlife
The PLWMA has the potential of
enhancihg the fee access program by providing
increased management flexibility and control and

Washington Department of Wildli!e. 1991.
Partners for the 90s:public r e s o m , private
lands. Memorandum, September 23,1991.
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Evaluation of a Spike-Only Regulation in S.E. Idaho
DAN L.HUGHBANKS, Department of Biology, Montana State University
LYNN R. IRBY, Department of Biology, Montana State University

INTRODUCTION

STUDY AREA

Across the rocky mountain states elk vulnerab'ility has increased, this increase in vulnerabiity is
lwely due to the haease in road densities and
the removal of security cover associated with
timber harvest (Lonner and Cada 1982). Southeastern Idaho Big Game Management Units 60,
61, and 62A are no exception. These units are
characterized by extensive clearcuts, high road
densities, and low topographic relie£ The combination of high mad densities and low topomhic
relief produced conditions where bull elk were
highly vulnerable to hunters under the 5day
any-antlered-bull regulation. In response to the
high elk vulnerability in these units in 1992, Idaho
Fish and Game implemented a spike antlered bull
only regulation in Big Game Management Units
60.61, and 62A.

The study area was located in southeastern Idaho
and encompassed Idaho Fish and Game Big Game
Management Units 60,61, and 62A in sections of
Freemont, Clark, Jefferson, and Madison Counties. Adjoining sections of Montana, Wyoming,
and Yellowstone National Park were also included
in the study area (Figure 1).
Timber management practices in the
1970-1990's have altered summer range in the
study area. In 1974, approximately 85% of the
mexhantable lodgepole pine stands on the
Targhee National Forest were classified as dead or
dying due to mountain pine beetle (Dendrucrol~~~
montanus) infestation (USFS 1981). In response,
the Targhee National Forest accelerated timber
harvest. Of the 216,m ha (535,000 acres) within

YELLOWSTONE

figure 1. Study area for the Sand Creek elk herd.
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the study area administered by the Targhee National Forest, 35,210 ha (86,970 acres) (16%) were
classified as seedling or nonstocked timber stands
in 1992 (USDA Targhee unpublished data 1992).
Most of the timber management activity occurred
in Big Game Management Units 60 and 62A. Of
the 94,332 ha (233,000 acres) administered by the
Targhee National Forest in Units 60 and 62A.
22,672 ha (56,000 acres) (24%) were classified as
seedling or nonstocked timber stands in 1992
(USDA Forest Service unpublished data 1992).

OBJECTIVE
Idaho Fish and Game established a management
goal of increasing the recruitment of bull elk into
the 3-year-old and older age classes. The
spike-only regulation focuses hunting pressure on
yearling bulls by allowing general hunting of spike
antlered yearling bulls but restricting hunters to
permit hunting for branch antlered bulls. The
spike-only regulation in Idaho protects yearling
bulls with antler branches greater than 1 inch So
that even if all legal yearling bulls are taken,
recruitment of bulls into older age classes will still
occur since 24% of the yearling bulls in this area
have branched antlers. The objective of our study
was to see how well this management goal was met
using regulation changes.

METHODS
Elk calves were captured using net guns on
winter range in the spring of 1991 and 1992
(Barrettet a1 1982). Eighty-six male elk calves
were fitted with radio collars (Telonics Inc., Mesa,
Ariz). Radio transmitters were equipped with
activity sensors (4-6 hour delay) to detect mortality.
Radio-marked yearling bulls were located monthly
prior to general season and every 1-3 days during
the general season. At each location UTM coordinates, cover class, and land ownership were recorded. We compared results from 1991 and 1992
with results from radio-telemetry work conducted
in 1985-1987(Pauley 1991) under the any
antlered-bull regulation to access the efficacy of the
season.

remained in areas open to hunting survived the
general season Both adult and yearling bull
mortality decreased under the spike-only regulation
Only 9% of the (2 of 22) radio-collared yearling
bulls that remained in an area open to hunting
survived under the any antlered bull regulation.
Under the spike-only regulation, 72% (36 of 50) of
the yearling bulls available to hunters survived the
general season. Only 6% (1 of 17) of the
radio-marked 2-year-old bulls available to Idaho
hunters were killed illegally under the spike only
regulation. None of the 4 radio-marked 2-year-old
and older bulls that remained in an area open to
hunting survived the general season under the any
antlered bull regulation.
Why did the mortality rate of yearlimg bull
decrease under the spike-only regulation if this
regulation focuses hunting pressure on the yearling
age class? Both hunter days and antlered elk
harvest decreased under the spike-only regulation.
Hunter days and antlered elk harvest decreased 60%
and 80%. respectively, the first year of the
spike-only regulation
2). Hunter days
increased the second year of the spike-only season
to 50%of the 3 year average under the any antlered
bull season. Hunters that did not participate in the
spike-only units evidently hunted in nearby
any-antlered-bull units.
Despite the decrease in elk harvest and hunter
numbers, the percentage of the total antlered elk
harvest occurring on opening day remained high
Check station data indicates that over 50 percent of
the antlered elk harvest occurred on opening day
under both the any bull regulation and the
spike-antlered-only regulation (Figure 3). Although
in 1992 check stations were not operated throughout
the general season, and the season length increased
to 10 days, the trend in daily harvest rate does not
appear different.
Under the any-antlered-bull regulation, some elk
evidently responded to the lack of security cover in
this area by migrating to a refuge areas during the
general season (Figure 4). Movement into refuge
areas during the general season also occuned under
the spike-only regulation
5).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spike-only regulation was successll in
reducing bull elk mortality due to hunting. Under
the any antlered bull regulation, few bulls which
1993 Western States &

Illegal mortality appeared minimal during 1991
,and 1992. Of the radio-marked bulls, none of the
(legally) branch-antlered yearling bulls and only 6%
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Figure 2. Hunter days and antlered elk harvest.
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Figure 3. Rate of a n t l k ~elk harvest 6y day.

Figure 4. Radio-marked bull elk movements into refuge areas 1985-1987.
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Figure 5 Radio-mariced bull elk movements into rekge areas 1991-1992.
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Figure 6. Bull numbers from the Winter Composition Counts for the Sand Creek elk herd..
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(1 of 17) of the two-year-old bulls were illegally
killed during the general season under the

spike-only regulation.
Although no formal opinion survey was conducted in 1991 and 1992, most of the hunters in ,
the spike-only units supported the
spike-antlered-only regulation. Hunters supported
the new regulation because they were able to see
branch antlered bulls and hear bulls bugling
through the general hunting season.
Winter composition counts indicate that the
spike only regulation succeeded in increasing bull
recruitment into the older age classes. The number of bulls on the winter range doubled the first
year of the spike only regulation (Figure 6). Of
the 450 additional bulls on the winter range the
first year of the spike only regulation, 220 were
yearling bulls and 230 we% subadults (bulls 2-3
yem of age). After the second year of the
spike-only season,bull numbers were triple the
levels reported under the any-antlered-bull season.
The total elk count incfrom approximately
2900 in 1989 to 3600 in 1992, with the increase in
bull numbers accounting for most of the increase.
The correspondiing bull to cow ratio increased
from 23 bulls per 100 cows to 68 bulls per 100
cows in 1992.

Harper (1985) reported that illegal bull mortality
increased with hunter numbers. Illegal mortality
diminishes the success of the spike-only regulation. DeSimone and Vore (1992) reported an 8%
illegal mortality rate for 2-year old and older bulls
in the Elkhorn Mountains under a spike-only
regulation in Montana. Current hunter densities in
the Elkhorn Mountains m somewhat greater than
historic hunter densities for Units 60.61, and 62A.
This suggests that even with substantial increases
in hunting pmsures within Units 60,61, and 62A
the level of illegal mortality will remain low.
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Arizona Elk Management Guideline
VASHTI "TICESUPPLEE, Arizona Game & Fish Department,
222 1 W. Greenwav Rd.. Phoenix. AZ

GUIDELINE OBJECTIVE
To maintain elk populations at levels which
provide recreational opportunity to as many individuals as possible, while avoiding adverse impacts
to the habitat, and minimizing substantiated depredation complaints.

Procedure 1: To determine annual calf recruitment
rates and bull to cow ratios.
Pre-Hunt Surveys:

Where insufficient herds are tallied to obtain
reliable ratio estimates, additional survey effort
may be expended or data may be pooled with
adjacent units and areas having similar vegetation and hunt characteristics. Survey effort will
sample the major population concentrations.
Eventually, survey effort should be designed to
sample individual herds as determined in
Procedure 4.

Post-Hunt Surveys:

A. A post-hunt survey will index population levels
A. A pre-hunt survey will determine recruitment
and determine wintering areas. Field Operarates and herd composition. Field Operations
tions
personnel may conduct post-hunt surveys
personnel will conduct annual pre-season
when sufficient snow cover is available to
surveys in each unit having a huntable elk
obtain an index of wintering elk populations.
population. Game Specialists in Regions with
Such
surveys should be conducted by fixedelk will establish survey areas subject to
wing aircraft or helicopter between December 5
meadow counts, spotlight counts, etc. Surveys
and March 15.
shall be conducted by vehicle, horseback, or
foot between August 10 and September 30.
Surveys should be confined to the first and last B. Surveys will be conducted in primary elk
wintering areas and total numbers tallied for
2-1/2 hours of daylight. If finances permit,
each identified herd unit. Elk concentrations
helicopter and/or fixed-wing surveys may be
too large for an accurate census may be photoauthorized. Helicopter surveys must be a p
graphed to assist counts.
proved by the Regional Supervisor and the
Game Branch Supervisor. Survey data obtained
by different methods should be recorded
C. Each group observed will be recorded as one
separately.
observation on the Elk Survey Record Form
3025. Incidental observations outside survey
B. Elk observed will be classified as bulls
period will not be included as survey data.
(branched antlers), spikes, cows, and calves.
Elk that cannot be positively classified will be
Procedure 2: To collect data on the age classes
recoded as "unclassified." Each group oband condition of harvested elk.
served will be recorded as one observation as
per Elk Survey Record Form 3025 (Appendix
A. When the need for biological data andlor
9). Incidental observations outside the survey
precise hunt success information is justified,
period will not be included as survey data.
field checks andlor hunt check stations will be
used
to sample populations in select areas.
C. Surveys will be designed to representatively
Station
locations will be determined by the Big
sample select populations in the primary elk
Game Supervisor and Regional Supervisor.
summer range in each unit. Game Specialists
Operation of the check station will be
with Game Branch assistance will, with past
the
responsibility of the Regional Supervisor.
years' survey information, determine desirable
Assistance may be provided by Game Branch
sample sizes and areas to obtain bull:cow:calf
personnel.
ratios of +/- 5 at the 90%confidence level.
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B. Elk may be weighed, aged, and examined for
body condition, and any other pertinent data
recorded. Data from each animal should be
recorded on a multiple species check station
card (Appendix 2).

D. Hunt unit recommendations and survey data
must be submitted to the Game Branch for
review in accordance with the Hunt Recommendations Guideline schedule.

C. The Game Branch will send hunt questionnaires to elk permit holders prior to the last
day of their hunt. The questionnaire will be
designed to obtain statistically sound harvest
and hunt success data for hunt units; confidence intervals will be calculated for harvest
figures and hunt success. Supplemental
questions or questionnaires may be sent to
obtain information of particular management
interest (e.g., tooth solicitation).

Procedure 4: To index elk population levels and
estimate the size of particular populations.

D. Harvest and hunt success information will be
sent to Regional Supervisors within 60 days of
the initial questionnaire mailing. The collection, tabulation, and distribution of these data
will be the responsibility of the Game Branch.
Additional data analysis may be done by
Game Branch and Regional personnel.

Procedure 3: To use survey and hunt data to
determine a prescribed annual harvest of elk in
each hunt unit and formulate hunt regulations to
accomplish that harvest.
A. Annual survey and hunt data will be summarized by Wildlife Managers and Game Specialists as outlined in the Elk Management
Summary Form 3026 (Appendix 10).
B. Regional personnel will analyze survey and
other data, determine a desired harvest per
unit, and develop hunt recommendations to
achieve that harvest. Antlerless harvests
should maintain the herd size at levels consistent with the Management Guideline Objective. Permit numbers to achieve the desired
harvest will be calculated on the basis of past
hunt success and hunter participation data.
The allocation of archery, firearms, early and
late season permits will be consistent with the
Elk Strategic Plan.
C. Hunt recommendations will be made in
conformance with the Guidelines for Hunting
Season Recommendations 1992 - 96.

A. Key summer and winter ranges for selected
elk "herds" will be identified by monitoring
the movements of color-marked and radioinstrumented animals.
B. Population estimates of our elk herds are very
important. Presently, population estimates are
made by survey techniques and by computer
modeling. We m g n i z e the need for additional advances in the use of GPS and GIs
technology to better develop population
estimates.
C. Population estimates will be derived from prehunt surveys. Regonal personnel will model
herd population levels and composition using
preseason classification data, postseason
population estimates, and hunt data. Summer
and winter population densities will be calculated for each herd unit. These data will assist
in determining the numbers and kinds of
animals to be removed each year, desired
population levels, annual mortality mtes, and
key areas to be acquired.

Procedure 5: To maintain and enhance select
summer range (meadows) and key wintering range
sites as elk habitat.
A. Habitats of importance to major elk herds will
be identified, rated, and ranked in importance.
An attempt will be made to acquire important
areas in private ownership and transfer them to
AGFD or U.S. Government management.
Acquisition may be through trade of state or
Federal lands or by purchase through FederalAid or donated funds
B. Livestock grazing allotments within important
elk areas will be evaluated for forage condition. Those areas in need of upgrading will be
diskussed with the USFS and permittees. Elk
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and/or cattle numbers will be adjusted downward
until forage conditions improve. Range and/or
pellet group transects may be established to
determine if cattle, elk, or both need to be reduced. Such studies will be determined, established, and conducted in cooperation with the
land management agency involved. Data will be
recorded on Form 3014 (Appendix 11).

B . When significant elk depredations are
documented, special efforts may be made to
alleviate these problems (eg. by fencing, by
improving forage on adjacent public lands,
Stewadship agreements, or through harassment techniques). Where the above methods
are impractical or prove inadequate, special
hunts may be authorized.

Procedure 6: To address elk depredations on private
lands.

C. Where depredation problems persist, an
effort to acquire these lands will be made by
the AGFD or Commission. These lands may
be acquired through punhase, trade, or
exchange.

A. Complaints of elk depredation will be investigated by Regional personnel as per ARS 17-239.
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Arizona Elk Habitat Partnership Program
VASHTI "TICE SUPPLEE, Arizona Game & Fish Department,
2221 W. Greenway Rd., Phoenix, AZ

INTRODUCTION
The Arizona Game and Fish Department's
(AGFD) elk management program is conducted
within game management units, with portions of
the state being further subdivided into individual
elk herxi units. Management of elk within these
units allows for maximum flexibility in hunt
structures. It also allows identification of areas
where concems have developed between elk and
either private or public land users; as well as the
identificationof areas with prime riparian values
and key habitat areas for elk. A program consisting of a partnership to address concems and take
advantage of opportunities will ~ s u lint benefitsto
the involved parties.
Partnership programs consisting of private land
owners, land management agencies, wildlife
agencies, and other private and public interests
have been formed in other states to develop
cooperative approaches through habitat enhancement to address elk/habitat interactions. The Elk
Habitat Partnership Program (EHPP)will assist in
w l v i n g issues between elk and agricultural
interests. The participants will work towards
minimizing elklhabitat concerns through cooperative projects.

EHPP OBJECTIVES
-Encourage an atmosphere of partnership between
wildlife managers, habitat managers, and public
and private interests.
-Establish local committees to ensure appropriate
public involvement in identifying habitat management concerns and recommending solutions before
these concerns become problems.
-Identify and allocate the necessary funds to
implement these solutions.
-Ensure that private land and habitat issues are
considered in elk herd management plans.

ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL
EHPP COMMITTEES
Local EHPP committees will be established and
be encouraged to function in accordance with the
Arizona Coordinated Resource Management
Handbook and Guidelines. Already established
committees such as the Forage Resource Study
Group may continue to operate under their existing guidelines. Other local groups may be established formally or informally as determined by
Federal and State agencies.

These local EHPP committees will act as
subcommittees to the State EHPP committee
which will review proposed projects to determine
whether or not the project meets the EHPP goals
and objectives, and for fundiig availability and
priority.
Levels of Concern
Level 1 concerns occur when elk impact private
property such as vegetable gardens, fruit and
ornamental trees,golf courses, etc. This typically
occurs where elk habitats are in close proximity to
urban areas. These concerns should be addressed
through provisions of Arizona Revised Statute
Title 17:239. The AGFD may provide technical
assistance and in many cases can solve these
situations. Habitat projects designed to pull
problem animals from private land are not recornmended as they may compound the problem.
Level 2 concerns occur when elk impact private
property where land owners or lessees suffer loss
to agricultural crops or forage for livestock
operations. In some cases, this occurs in isolated
land tracts surrounded by other private land w h e ~
the practice of farming or irrigation attracts elk
from surroundiig elk habitat. Enhancing habitat
adjacent to the affected area may provide only
temporary or partial relief. In other cases, the land
owner suffering damage is surrounded by public
land. '1n both cases, the concept of a lease agreement or a conservation easement should be
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explored. This is where the EHPP can be most
effective. Where private land is surrounded by
public land the partnership could result in habitat
enhancement projects both on public and private
land. A cost sharing approach could be used
expending funds from the various partners. There
also exists the potential for land exchange or "buyout" opportunities.
Level 3 concerns occur when elk compete for
available forage on public lands which are currently under a permitted livestock grazing system.
These situations hold the greatest potential for
partnership opportunities. Much of the framework
is in place for such partnerships through the
existing elk herd unit committees. Additional
areas could form local EHPP committees within
game management units. To date, the elk herd
unit committees are comprised of livestock
permittees, the AGFD, and the U.S. Forest Service. Looking at the entire range of elk within a
management unit, there is oppoxtunity and need to
add committee members from the State Land
Department, Bureau of Land Management, and
possibly from consetvation interests such as the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and non-consumptive wildlife resource interests. Where
applicable, various Indian Reservations would be
included as well.

Role of committees
Each local EHPP committee will develop a
summary of issues and identify and describe areas
of concem. Each committee will produce a 5-year
Habitat Partnership Plan for their area. This plan
will identify locations and seasonal use of elk
which the local EHPP committee considers to be
areas of concern. For each issue identified, the
plan will include a strategy agreed to by the
committee for addressing the issue.
The AGFD will develop a Herd Management
Plan which: includes a herd size objective consistent with forage availability; maintains productive
range resources; considers the objectives of
affected land managers; and resolves the identified
issues.
The mle of the local EHPP committee
. is to solve
elk habitat managemeit concerns by:
.

-Identifying habitat concerns for use in elk herd
management planning processes.
-Recommending management actions to address
the issues identified.

Committee Involvement
-Level 1 concerns will not involve the EHPP.
-Level 2 concerns will be addressed through
involvement within a local EHPP committee or by
direct feedback from the AGFD to the StateEHPP
committee. Various criteria may be deemed
necessary to qualib, such as acreage impacted,
minimum dollar amount lost, or some minimum
deductible amount prior to consideration.
-Level 3 concerns will be addressed through the
local EHPP committees. Projects need not be tied
to a specific complaint, but can reflect improvement to the overall resource condition of the
range. Recommendations from the local EHPP
committees may affect livestock operations,
livestock numbers and/or elk numbers, but
projects should be tied to habitat enhancements on
public land. Members of the local EHPP committees should consider the entire ecosystem. While
-

some habitat projects may primarily benefit elk
and livestock, they should also benefit other
species and the ecosystem as a whole.

-Representing local interest groups to ensure
public participation in development of the proposed management actions.

Process for developing Elk Habitat Management Plans

Elk Habitat Partnership Plans will be established
according to the Arizona Coordinated Resource
Management Guidelines.
Process for project prioritization and selection
The State EHPP cornminee will be responsible
for selection and prioritization of projects identified by the local committees.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Increased funding will be needed to implement
the EHPP. The AGFD will utilize resources from

--
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the special elk tag fund, the Federal Aid habitat
development program, and Heritage Funds (Stewardship Program). This revenue will be matched
with funds from other agencies and organizations.

IDENTIFICATION OF CONCERNS
On private lands an area of concem is where the
landowner believes an excessive concentration of
elk is causing a problem in the management of his
rangeland and he describes the problem in a
written statement to the local EHPP committee.
On public lands an area of concern is one where
the management agency makes a finding that the
combination of wildlife and livestock use is
inconsistent with the long-term ecological objectives of approved Land or Resource Management
Plans.

STRATEGIES
Distribution management hunts may be open for
any time period when it is feasible to harvest cows
between September 1 and March 1 in order to
provide the maximum opportunity to take animals
in the place where they are causing problems.
However, these hunts will not be held during
regular rifle seasons. The Commission may
approve different time periods for a particular elk
herd management unit. Licenses would be for
cows only, to provide maximum herd control and

to avoid taking bulls at times when they are unusually vulnerable. The AGFD Director may approve
the taking of bulls, if necessary to alleviate a
specific problem. Licenses would be valid for a
designated area only, in order to ensure the harvest
would be from problem animals. The pre-hunt
adult elk population would not be reduced by more
than 10 percent in the area, unless the Commission
approves a different percentage as a strategy within
a particular elk herd management area. The AGFD
will shift the harvest emphasis to those animals that
are causing problems and away from those animals
that are not.
Investments in the rangeland resources may
include artificialseeding of desirable forage plants,
fertilizing, or weed control. Other strategies could
include brush manipulation, water developments,
silvicultural treatments, and installation of improved grazing management systems (including
pasture fencing where necessary). Improvement of
fences may be made at major wildlife crossings to
facilitate movement while reducing long-term
maintenance and damage costs.
Other strategies developed by the local EHPP
committees consistent with the spirit of the program
may be considered after providing opportunity for
public comment and subject to AGFD, State EHPP
committee, and pertinent land management agency
appmval.
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A Summary of California's Elk Hunting Program
JON K. FISCHER, California Department of Fish and Game
1416 Ninth Street,.Sacramento, California 958 14

California has three subspecies of elk (Cervus

elaDhus). Tule elk c.g. nannodes) are endemic,
Roosevelt elk (j2 pr. psevdti) are native and
Rocky Mountain elk
g. canadensis) are inmd u d to the State. Regulated public huntkg in
California has occurred annually since 1986 for
Roosevelt elk and 1987 for Rocky M o u h elk.
The opportunity to hunt either subspecies in
California is limited at present because much of
their range is privately owned or on public land
where hunting is not allowed. Since 1988,the
Department of Fish and Game (DFG) has hamlocated approximately 130 Roosevelt elk to public
land in northern California to reestablish historic
populations. This translocation effort appears to
have been successful and DFG will consider
recommending limited public hunting in the near
future.

c.

In 1971, State Senate Bill 722 (Behr Bill) passed
to prohibit the authorization of tule elk hunting
until the statewide population reached 2000
individuals. The Behr Bill also directed DFG to
locate tule elk to suitable areas. In 1976, the
United States Congress passed Public Law 94-389,
which concurred with the Behr Bill and required
the secretaries of Defense, Agriculture and the
Interior to cooperate with the State in making
suitable Federal lands available for tule elk.
Subsequent to these state and federal mandates,
the DFG translocated more than 900 tule elk and
the statewide population increased from approximately 500 animals in 1971 to more than 2500 in
22 distinct herds today (1993).
The DFG's tule elk population estimate first
exceeded 2000 animals in 1987. The DFG recommended limited public hunting in 1988. In April
1988, the Fish and Game Commission (Commission) adopted regulations that provided for limited
public hunting of tule elk. However, in September
1988, a citizens group obtained a court order
preventing the proposed season based on a finding
that the Commission's decision did not comply
with the California Environmental Quality Act. In
1989, DFG prepared and circulated for public

review an environmental document regarding tule
elk hunting. In April 1989, the Commission
certified the document and adopted regulations
that allowed DFG to issue 95 tags to hunt tule
elk at three locations in the State. Eighty-four tule
elk were taken by hunters during the 1989 season.
t

Individuals protested the approved tule elk hunts
in 1989 and 1990. Protests of 1990 culminated
with 23 k s t s and/or citations by DFG wardens,
Solano ~ & t y Sheriffs deputies and State
Highway Patrol officers. Anti-hunting protestors
were convicted of various charges including
unlawful trespass and obstruction of a public mad.
btestors appealed the convictions. The Appeals
Division of the Superior Court denied appeals and
resentencing occurred at the Municipal Court level
in May of 1992. Sentences included jail time,
individual monetary fines of up to $385, restitution
to DFG ranging from $250-$585, probation
periods and more than 700 collective hours of
community service. Hunt protest activity since
1990 has been minimal but is not nescessarily
expected to remain so.
Since 1989, tule elk hunting has occurred
annually in California. Most tule elk hunts are
population control hunts and hunter success often
is above 90 percent. DFG will continue to translocate tule elk to reestablish populations in suitable
historic habitat. However, suitable unoccupied
historic tule elk habitat is scarce, especially on
public land. The DFG has used regulated tule elk
hunting to maintain tule elk populations in balance
with their habitat and to reduce depredation
complaints. It is hoped that private landowners
will come to view regulated hunting as a viable
means of population control. As this occuns,
some landowners will become more receptive to
having tule elk on their property and additional
suitable habitat that is privately owned will
become available to tule elk.
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Characteristics 0f Forested Habitats
Used by E Ekl In A Timber Scarce Environment

-

BEAU PATIERSON1,Wyoming Coop Research Unit, Box 3 166, Laramie WY 82070
DR. FRED W Z E Y , Wyoming Coop research Unit, Box 3166, Laramie WY 82070

ABSTRACT: We conducted a stlufyo f use oftimber by a radio-collared sample of 20 cow elk
(m&&J nelsoni) in the southeast Bighorn M o ~ ' n s , f i o mMay through October 1991
and May through November 1992. LANDSAT TM images were processed using the MIPS remote
sensing system, and were used to determine that timber availability in this area was Iess than 8%,
far belaw the 40% forest cover ratio that is generally considered optimumfor elk. Despite this
apparent lack offorested cover, this area has historically supported a viable elk popuIation
Characteristics of 212 sites where study elk were relocated were compared to characteristics o f
236 ran&nnlyavailable locations using stepwise logistic regression, to identifi variables which
significantly predicted probability o f use by elk at the a@ha= .05 level. Distance to timber was
the most powerfur predictor ofuse by elk (p<.00005); 77% ofthe used and available cases were
correctly classsed using only this variable. Distance to water (p=.0001), elevation (p=.002),
and the distribution ofmaintained gravel roads (p=.003) were also identjfied by the logistic
regression model as significant variables in predicting elk use. LANDSAT TM data indicated
that the mean size of discrete timberpatches in the study area was 5.5 hectmes (N = 1,611),
while the mean size ofpatches used by the study elk was 47.3 hectares (n = 51,pc.0001), indicating that elk prefeentially used larger timberpatches than were randomly available in this area.
Multiple regression was used to test whether the number of independent relocations associated
with each used timber patch could be predicted using
measured characteristics of the timber
patches; none ofthe variables measured had partial @ec& which were significant at the alpha =
.O5 level. Stepwise logistic regression was used to compare the structural characteristics o f W e
used stands to a sample of 36 randomly available timber patches with a simiIar size distribution.
Evidence offire (p=BOl),diameter at breast height oflimber pine (p=.001),and slope (p=.02)
were significant positive predictors o f timber stand use by elk. Aspect was also significant in
predicting use, with northeastern aspectspositively related and southeastern and western aspects
negatively related to probability of use by elk

h
address: WY Game and F
tsh Department, 5400 Bishop Blvd, CheyenneWY 82006
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Observations of Elk and Deer Competition and Commensalism
On A Western Montana Winter Range
G. ROSS BATY, School of Forestry, University of Montana, Missoula 59812
C. LES MARCUM, School of Forestry, University of Montana, Missoula 59812
MICHAEL J. THOMPSON, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Missoula 59801
ABSTRACT: The senior author recently completed his thirdfield season o f study on the
Blac~oot-ClearwaterWildlifeManagement Area (BCWMA)in western Montana to document
winter interrelations of sympatric elk and deer populations. Population levels were approximately 1,000 elk (Cervm&&&, 1,000 mule deer ( Q d o c o W hemionus) and 500 white-railed
deer ( W c o i l e u virpirpianus) on a 35-mi2,fores&d-browse/bunchgrasswinter range. At this
time, our conclusions are bared uponfield observations primarily, in advance of detailed data
analysl. Under the conditions ofthis study, we observed intraspecificand interspecijic interactions that may be categorized as competition and commensalism. Habitat conditions that determined the nature of these interactions varied from site to site within the nar~owlydefined winter
range. Environmentid conditions that determirfedthe nature of these interactionsvaried not only
from winter to winter, butfrom day to day within winters. Elk and deer dietary overlap was
consistently low throughout the winter of 1992. Generally,the short and relatively mild winters
of the early 1990spermitted cervids on the study aream coexist with minimal negative impacts.
Further, we recognized apassible commensal relationship wherebyforage beneath deep snow, or
above deer browse heights, was made available by elk and was shared by deer. We suggest that
the potential for intraspecijic competition among deer and elk at high densities is o f greater
concern than interspecific competition.

INTRODUCTION
Competition has been described as a mutually
harmful interaction that occurs when two or more
organisms of the same or different species utilize a
common resowe that is in short supply (Smith and
Julander 1953, Salter and Hudson 1980, Nelson
1984). When distributional overlap occurs among
individuals of the sameor differentspecies, opportunities for direct or indirect conflict arise (Mackie
1985).
Variables such as snow conditions; forage quality,
quantity and availability; and individual variation in
animal survival strategies all obscure an assessment
of competition among wild ungulates on winter
range. One species also may respond differently to
any of the above variables in the presence of another
species. Further, differentiating between forage or
habitat "preference" vs "requirement," which is an
importantstepin assessing the extentof competition,
is confounded by the adaptability of animals to local
environments or the proximity of a studied population to ecological carryingcapacity.

Some researchers have reported that winter competition is minimal between elk and deer (Pengelly
1954,Morris and Schwartz 1957,Mackie 1970).but
others have found more evidence for competition,
especially when animal densities are high or snow
depths are excessive (Wydeven and Dahlgren 1985,
Jenkins and Wright 1988,Singer 1979). Jenkins and
Wright (1988),Singer (1979),Kramer (1973), and
Telfer (1970) implied that some degree of spatial,
habitat or dietary partitioning exists among cervids
which ameliorates excessive competitive interaction.
Interspecific interactions other than competition
are possible. Commensalism, a relationship
benefitting one species and not harming the other,
was reported for large herbivores in Africa by Bell
(1971), and consideredby Salter and Hudson (1979)
between feral horses and elk.
.. Managers' major concerns when assessing deer
and elk interrelationsmaybe summarized as follows.
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Can more elk be supported in a given area as a result
of reductions in sympatric deer populations? Conversely, can more deer be supported as a result of
reductions in sympatric elk populations?
Our objective for this paper is to report some
preliminary observations on the interactions of migratory elk, mule deer (MD) and white-tailed deer
(WTD) on a western Montana winter range. Analyses will be completed in the coming year and will be
presented in a M.S. thesis from the University of
Montana, Missoula.
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STUDY AREA
This study was conducted on the BlackfootClearwater Wildlife Management A m (BCWMA),
located approximately 45 miles (72 km) east of
Misoula. The study area encompassed22,400 acres
(9,065 ha) and a 3,900-5,600 ft (1,189-1,707 m)
range in elevation. Elk and deer browsing over the
past 15winters exerted an effect on trees and shrubs
that was readily apparent. No livestockgrazed on the
study area, and feeding by cervids occurred almost
exclusively in winter and early spring. Population
estimatesduring the time of this study were approximately 1,000elk, 1,000 MD and 500 WTD. Animal
densities on the winter range often exceeded 71
animals per mi2(28 km2). For comparison, Constan
(1972) and Mackie (1970) evaluated interspecific
competition among ungulates at lower densities (501
mi2and 25/mi2, respectively).
Approximately 66% of the area is comprised of
second growth Douglas-fir
menziesii)
stands H 0 ft (12 m) tall with a serviceberry
(-aaInifolia)
and patchy Douglas-firseedl i s a p l i n g understory that developed after extensive logging over the past 60 years. Overstory
canopy cover is sparse (10-4096). The remaining
34% of the area is rough fescue Pestuca b b r e l l d
grassland.

-m

METHODS
Five track countingtransects totaling25 miles (40
km) were positioned at 1-mile intervals and were
assumed to intersect vegetation types in proportion
to their occumnce on the study area. These were
surveyed on snowshoes a total of 10 times from 1
January to 30 March during 1992 and 1993. Incidental animalobservationswere made from transects
and mads, and individually identifiable animals
were available for all 3 species. Elk and deer diets
were estimated using microhistologicalanalyses of
fecal samples. Composites were made from at least
16 pellet groups from each species per month (JanMar), from representative habitats. Additionally,
subsamples were pooled to form a January-March
composite for each species. Composites were analyzed at the Wildlife Habitat Lab, Washington State
University, Pullman, using 200 random fields of
view (Davitt and Nelson 1980). Dietaryoverlapwas
calculated using the methods of Morisita (1959), as
modified by Horn (1966), for eachcervid pair forthe
winter of 1992.

SPATIAL, HABITAT AND DIET
PARTITIONING
Although the extent of spatial and habitat partitioning is unclear in advanceof detailed analysis, we
observed differences and similarities in spatial and
habitat use between deer and elk. Overlap between
elk and MD was most pronounced, and intensified
during mid-winter.

Elk and MD spatial separation was greatest in
early and late winter. MD were rarely observed on
extensive open grassland, but large p u p s of elk
(>500) concentrated there until snow became deep
and crusted. At that point, elk moved into forested
areas and fed more intensivelyonbrowse. This shift
commonly occurred in February. Some spatial and
habitat overlap with elk occurred in virtually all
forested areas that MD occupied throughout the
winter, however, it was during this mid-winter period that the greatest overlap occurred.

WTD concentrated along west-facing cliffs and
slopes with mature Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine
(Pinusponderoa overstones. Elk also frequented
these areas throughout both winters, but rarely were
observed in group sizes >20. MD were never
observed in core WTD wintering areas until WTD
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began to disperse in March. This suggests the
possible spatial exclusion of MD by WTD when
WTD were at high densities. This possibility will be
examined in the senior author's M.S. thesis.
Deer and elk diets were relatively dissimilar for
winter 1992. Elk-MD and elk-WTD winter dietary
overlaps (Jan-Mar combined) were 34% and 36%.
respectively. Diet composition changed monthly,
but elk-MD and elk-WTD dietary overlap for each
month remained relatively constant(29-32% and 3240% respectively).

OBSERVED SOCIAL
INTERACTION
Wydeven and Dahlgxn (1985) hypothesized that
competitive exclusion may have been responsible
for spatial differences among elk and MD in Wind
Cave National Park We have no evidence for
competitive exclusion between elk and MD or elk
and WTD on the BCWMA.
Interspecific aggression among the three cervid
pairs was never observed, but intraspecific aggression was frequently observed. Elk-MD and elkWID mixed-groups were commonlyobsewedwithin
areas of spatial overlap. Elk and deer of both species
were observed within 10 ft (3 m) of each other on
several occasions. Further, elk-MD and elk-WTD
mixed-groups were observed when elk densities
were highest within forested habitats and when winter stress was substantial. Overall impressions of
elk-MD, and elk-WTD social interaction on the
BCWMA indicate they are quite tolerant of one
another.

COMMENSALISM
We recognized a possible commensal relationship. This would be possible where forage beneath
deep snow, or above deer browse heights, was made
availableby elk and was shared by deer as comrnensals. Observations suggested this relationship occumd frequently. Both MD and WTD appeared to
benefit from their association with elk. However,
since MD had the highest spatial overlap with elk
(especially when snow was deep), we suspected MD
to benefit more than WTD.
As noted above, deer were observed feedii.lgwithin
elk groups, and both deer species were observed

revisiting elk feeding sites. During January, 1992.54
fresh elk-feeding craters were examined. Of these,
59% contained deer tracks. Unused portions of
grasses, shrubs, forbs and sedges remained in elk
feeding craters, and could provide beneficial foraging opportunities for deer. Elk also were observed
revisiting prior feeding areas when snow was not
excessively crusted, suggesting the presence of remaining forage. Similar interactions where elk were
feeding in craten made by feral horses were observed by Salter and Hudson (1980).
Elk also improved forage availability for deer by
dislodging the lower limbs of conifers in order to
acquire tree lichens W e c t o d 92p3. Piles of limbs
and lichen accumulated which were later visited by
deer. Elk also commonly broke the tops of overgrown shrubs in order to feed on m n t annual
growth that had grown out of reach. They seldom
consumed all of the leaders on broken tops, leaving
some available for deer.
More importantly, elk improved forage availability for deer by creating extensive trails to feeding
sites when snow depth ixceeded 24 in (60cm).Deer
tracks commonly were found in elk tracks and trails,
and deer were observed foraging on shrubs in deep
snow that might have been previously unavailable
without the benefit of broken trails. Others have
observed that deer and elk tend to increasingly rely
on trails as snow depth increases, in order to expend
lessenergyduringdailyactivities (Telfer 1970,Geist
1982,Potvin and Huot 1983). Large numbers of elk
consumed considerable quantities of browse in a
short time. However, they also left buds and stems
that were less accessible within decadent "caged"
shrubs which deer could more easily obtain.
The extent of the benefit to the commensal species
is difficult to assess. However, it appeared that
benefits to deer could partially offset or possibly
exceed competition pressure from large elk groups.

DISCUSSION
We found the BCWMA to be a particularly interesting location to study the interrelations between
elk, MD and WTD in winter. The authors are
unaware of any other situation where extensive,
productive bunchgrass and browse winter ranges
abut. The availability of bunchgrass to elk during
early winter (before snow accumulates and crusts)
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reduces the extent and duration of potential competition with forest-dwelling deer throughout the winter. However, we believe that the large elk-group
sizes (>500) which form on the bunchgrass range,
and might not form otherwise in a forested-browse
habitat ( W i t 1982),magnify the possibility of competition when these elk shift to browse en masse.
Historically, the vertical zone of winter browse
availability for elk and deer was considered to be
between 1-6 ft (Cole 1958). In our study, elk trails,
feedingcraters and stem breakage extended the zone
of browse availability for deer vertically in both
directions. Additionally, elk trails extended the deer
browse zone horizontally to plants that might otherwise have been isolated because of snow accumulations. Potvin and Huot (1983)examined the energetics of WTD foragingunder varying snow conditions,
and concluded that carrying capacity on their study
area would triple in the absenceof snow. Elk did not
"remove" snow on our study area, but they did
mitigate the effects of snow accumulations, and a
substantial energy savings for deer may have resulted.
Competitionisoften assumed when little is known
about resource availability or supply. Resource
availab'ity is often measured during periods of fair
weather when the actual and dynamic influences of
availability (such as elevated snow-packed trails,
crusted and drifted snow, and ungulatebehavior)axe
not observable. This could lead to mistakeninterpretations.
We agree with Mackie (1970) thatwhen resources
are limited, elk would be more efficient competitors
than deer because of the elk's lower thermoregulatory costs, greater foraging height, greater mobility
and abiity to toleratelowerqualityforage. However,
the ability of deer to utilize Douglas-fir and subsist
on much lower quantitiesof foragemay compensate.
Our preliminary observations imply that competition on this study area is more intraspecific than
interspecific. Reducingdeernumbersprobably would
not allow greater elk numbers as a result. Conversely, it does not appear that a decrease in the elk
population would allow deer numbers to increase.
Moreover, it seems possible that substantial reductions in elk numbers may actually lower deer winter
carrying capacity, depending upon the extent of the
commensal relationship.

Concerns remain regarding forage condition and
viability, aswell asungulate populationsustahbiity.
Mackie (1985) noted that while examining elk and
deercompetitionit is importantto be awareof unique
differences in animal densities, animal species composition, local environments and range conditions
before drawing conclusions about competitiveinteractions. Our observations furthersuggest that competition should be evaluated on a daily or weekly
basis, rather than a seasonal basis.

,
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Movements of Yearling Bull Elk in Michigan
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Abstract: Dispersal movements of juvenile elk can result in increased vulnerability and greater
mortality in these age-classes. If such movements are more pronounced in one sex, such as in bull
elk, highly skewed sex ratios may result, which in turn can affectpopulation productivity, potential
harvest, and habitat needs and utilization. In Michigan, concern existed that high bul1:cm.v ratios
(>60:100) may result in increased dispersal movements among yearling bulls into peripheral,
primarily agricultural,areas of the elk range, where depredationproblems are common. However,
real social and political barriers exist in Michigan limiting expansion of the herd outside the
traditional elk range. Such barriersmay act to limit dispersal movements. We therefoe investigated
the nature ofyearling elkmovementsinMichigan. Movements of elk radio-collared as calves in 19901991, geographic locations of bull elk hunt kills, and harem observations were used to investigate
yearling elk dispersal, Dispersalmovements were not observed in either yearling bull or cow elk in
Michigan. Dispersal may not be seen due to limited habitat availablefor successful dispersal, or
extremely high bul1:cm.v ratios resulting in tolerance ofjuvenile bulls by h e m bulls. Alternatively,
dispersal movements may not occur until bulls reach age 2 5 or older.
ovements of yearling elk, particularly
dispersal movements of bulls, play a
significant role in the dynamics of elk populations.
Dispersal movements of young ungulates are
thought to result in increased vulnerabiity and
hence greater mortality in the immature ageclasses. If such movements are more pronounced
in one sex, such as in cervid males, highly skewed
sex-ratios can result. Skewed sex-ratios in turn
can affect population productivity, potential
harvest, and habitat needs and utilization Thus,
the dispersal movements of immature elk can
potentially have a significant effect on the population dynamics, structure, and recreational attributes of the Michigan elk herd.
Thehigh bu1l:cow ratio present in the Michiganelk
herd (r60:100) indicates that bull elk are plentiful in
the elk mge. The presence of largenumbers of older
bulls may result in increased dispersal movements
among immature bulls. Concern in Michigan exists
over agricultural and forestry depredation problems

M

caused by the elk herd. Dispersal movements of
young bulls into peripheral areas of the elk range,
which are predominately agricultural, may result in
increased frequency of such problems. Conversely,
real political and sociologicalbarriers exist preventing expansion of the elk herd into areas outside the
desired elk range, which may limit or prevent major
dispersive movements by young bulls. The goal of
this paper is to determine the nature of dispersal
movements of yearling bulls in Michigan. Specific
objectives include:
(1) Compare seasonal movements of yearling bull
and cow elk.
(2) Compare home range sizes of yearliig bull and
cow elk.
(3) Evaluate differences in distribution patterns
of adult and immature bull elk.
(4) Evaluate the tolerance of adult bull elk
towards immature bulls during the rut.

lmseng &dress: Wildlife Research Biologist, IDNR, 300 W. 1st St, Bloomington, IN 47403
2present w:
Manager, Wildlife and Ecology, Timberland Resources, Boise Cascade Corporation,
P.O.Box 50, Boise, ID 83728
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STUDY SITE AND METHODS
Study Site
The elk range in Michigan covers approximately
1500 krn2 in the northern lower peninsula and
includes portions of Otsego, Cheboygan, Montmorency, and Presque Isle counties. It is centered
on the 340 km2 Pigeon River Country State
Forest, Vanderbilt, MI, and the adjacent Camp 30
Hills area of Black River State Forest, Atlanta, MI.
Adjacent private forested and agricultural lands
comprise the remainder of the elk range.
Vegetative cover in the primary elk range is
mostly forested, with scattered agricultural land
and wildlife openings. Approximately 79% of the
primary elk range is in forest cover types (Moran
1973). Forest coverage is dive= due to high
diversity in soil types, drainage, and exposure.
Morainic uplands support sugar maple (Acer
wharinum), basswood m a mericana),
hemlock
americ-,
northern red oak
mnun),white
(Ouercus borealis), red maple
strobus), and red pine @. resinosa).
pine
Steep morainic slopes support aspen (Po~ulus
mmuloides), various oaks, and red and white pine.
The outwash plain-morainic ecotone is typified by
red maple, aspen, and white birch (Betula
~ ~ y r i f e Sandy
d . outwash plains supportjack
pine (E. banksiana), chew @nuisspp.), and
willow @& spp.). Coniferous swamps are
dominated by northern white-cedar (Tbja
,9-9
balsam fir Mbies balsame&,black
spruce (Rcea mariana), and balsam poplar @.

a.

Approximately 450 ha in the primary elk range

are maintained in managed wildlife openings of
alfalfa, buckwheat, clover, or cool season grasses.
Permanent openings account for approximately
15% of the primary elk range (Moran 1973).

Bull Distribution
The geographic locations of each bull elk
harvested during the 1984-1990Michigan elk
seasons were plotted, and X-Y coordinates determined for each harvested bull. A geographic
mean of all bull kills was determined, and linear
distances from the geographic mean to each
individual kill determined. Mean linear distances
from the geographic mean were compared'by ageclass, and by combining age-classes to equilibrate
sample size in the following manner: yearlings,

2.5 year-olds, 3.5 year-olds, 4.5 year-olds, 5.5
year-olds, 6.5-7.5 year-olds, and 28.5 year-olds. A
significantly greater mean distance for an age class
from the geographic mean would be indicative of
dispersal movements, as these animals would have
been consistently harvested towards the periphery
of the elk range.

Movements and Home Range
Elk calves were immobilized and radio-collared
during September-November 1989,1990, and
1991. Radio-collared calves were subsequently
located at least weekly throughout the duration of
this study. Mean minimum, mean, and maximum
seasonal distances moved from point of capture
were compared between bulls and cows for the
following traditional dispersai seasons: Pre-CALF
(March-June), Post-CALF (July-October), and
Post-RUT (November-February). Additionally,
minimum convex polygon home-ranges were
calculated for all elk radio-collared as calves in
1990. The ARCIINFO Geographic Information
System (GIs) (ESRI, Inc., Redlands, CA) was
used to plot all locatioy from Fall 1990-May 1992
and calculate home ranges for the radio-collared
calves/yearlings.

Harem Bull Dynamics
Elk harems were monitored in 1990 and 1991
for p u p compositions. All observations were
made in the evenings during peak harem activity.
The composition of each distinct harem was
recorded to determine the presence or absence of
yearling and other immature bulls in or adjacent to
the harem. The presence of younger age-class
bulls within a harem would indicate lack of
aggressive dispersal of young bulls by haremmaster bulls.

Data Analysis
All comparisons were made using the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (Siege1 1956).
A generalized Scheffe-typetest was used for
multiple comparisons (Miller 1981). The level of
statistical significance was set at a4.10.

RESULTS
Bull Distribution
Mean distances from the geographic center of
harvested bull elk did not differ among age-classes
(Table 1). Similarly, mean distances from the
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geographic mean did not differ among grouped
age-classes (Table 1). Although the differences
were not statistically significant, older age-classes
and older age-groupings tended to occur further
from the geographic center than did yearlings and
2.5 year-olds.

Movements and Home Range
Yearling bulls and cows did not differ in
minimum, mean, and maximum seasonal
movements for any season (Table 2). Movements
of cow calves/yearlings tended to be greater than
bull movements during the Pre-CALF and PostCALF periods (Table 2). As yearlings aged, bull
movements tended to become larger than cows
Uable 2).
Minimum convex polygon home-ranges did not
differ between yearliig bulls and cows. Mean
home-range sizes were 26.q3.3) km2 for yearling
bulls and 29.7(2.4) la& for yearling cows.

Harem Bull Dynamics
A total of 27 distinct harems were observed in
1990; 16 distinct harems were observed in 1991.
Twenty-two point two percent of the 1990harems,
and 18.8% of the 1991 harems, included >1 bull
elk. Mean harem sizes were 6.1 1 (0.75) and 5.75
(0.66) elk in 1990 and 1991, respectively; these
were reduced to 5.48 (0.64) and 5.38 (0.58),
respectively, when the additional bulls were
excluded from the harem count,indicating that
additional males represented 10.3% and 6.4% of
total harem membership in 1990 and 1991,
respectively. The additional bulls present in these

harems were yearlings or other young (14x4) bulls,
suggesting that young bulls are not being actively
dispersed by many harem masters in Michigan.

DISCUSSION
Yearling bull elk in Michigan showed no dispersive movements ~lative
to yearling cows (Table 2),
nor did they exhibit larger home ranges. Additionally, the location of yearling bulls killed during the
1984-1991 hunting seasons plotted inside the
locations of other age-classes, suggesting that
yearling bulls are not beiing forced to peripheral
areas of the Michigan elk range by other dominant
bulls (Table 1). Many harem bulls in Michigan
also tolerated the presence of yearling and other
young bulls in or adjacent to their harems. These
results suggest that yearling bulls in Michigan are
not beiing actively displaced by dominant bulls, and
thus axe able to stay in close proximity to their
dam's range if they choose to do so.
These results are contrary to what has been
traditionally believed about yearling elk movements
(Altmann 1963, Franklin and Lieb 1979, CluttonBrock et al. 1982, Houston 1982, Geist 1.982).
Dispersal movements of young elk can be
confused with the greater movements shown by
bull elk in general. Due to differing nutritional and
predation-avoidance strategies, seasonal home
ranges and movements of bulls tend to be larger
than for cows (Franklin and Lieb 1979, CluttonBmck et al. 1982, Geist 1982, Beyer 1987, Hurley
and Sargeant 1991). This pawm has been demonstrated for adult elk in Michigan by Beyer (1987).

Table 1. Mean-+SE distances (km) of harvested bull elk from the geographic mean by age-class and grouped
age-classes, 1984-1990.
15
DISTANCE 11.2fl.8
95
DISTANCE 10.2d.8

2.5
112d.6
105
12.7k3.1

35
12.9fl.8
115

-

AGE CLASS
45
55
6.5
13.7f0.8
13.W.9
12.4i1.4
125
135
6.5-75
7.7k1.3
16.2k5.3
123fl.9

75
-12.2a.3
- 285

8.5
12.8k1.8

12.3k1.2

Table 2. MeankSE minimum,maximum, and mean distances (km)moved from point of capture of bull and
cow elk radio-collared during Fall, 1990.
Movement
MEAN
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM

Re-CALF
Bull
Cow
2.3f0.3
2.7M.3
0.9fl.2
1.993
3.8f0.5
4.5H.4

- -

MOVEMENT PERIOD
Post-CALF
Bull
Cow
2.9f0.6
3.w.4
1.6fl.6
15f0.4
43d.8
45H.6

- -
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Post-RUT
Cow
3.8fl.8
2.8fl.4
1.8d.6
1.992
6.2k1.3
4.6j9.4

Bull
-

-

Our study, however, found no differences in
movements and home ranges of yearling bulls or
cows (Table 2). This suggests that the increased
movements seen in bull elk may not occur until
age 2.5 or later in Michigan. Such incmsed
relative movements, however, are not necessarily
dispersal movements; they may instead simply be
the natural tendency of bulls to wander more than
cows (Glutton-Brock et al. 1982, Geist 1982). True
dispersal movements involve the complete abandonment of a home range and the establishment of
a new disjunct home range.
Movements of bulls relative to cows may
become greater in elk in Michigan at age 2.5 or
older. Clutton-Brock et al. (1982) found peak
dispersal for red deer to occur between the ages of
2 and 3, when irnmam stags left their mother's
home ranges and joined stag only groups. Movements of dispersing red deer tended to be long;
70% of stags in England established new ranges
>2 km from their birth places (RDCR 1978 b
Clumn-Brock et al. 1982). Hufiey and Sargeant
(1991) also reported that bull elk dispersed from
ranges occupied as yearlings at age 2.5 in the Bob
Marshall Wilderness, western Montana. The mean
distance between pre-and postdispersal activity
centers was 24.6 km,compared to mean distances
of 3.6 km for cow elk. Additionally, home range
sizes of 2.5 year-old bulls were significantly larger
than a l l other sex- and age-classes, again attributed
to exploratory movements by the dispersing 2.5
year-old bulls (Hurley and Sargeant 1991). Thus,
increased movements of bulls relative to cows, or
even dispersal movements, may not be seen in elk
in Michigan until age 2.5 or older. However, no
calves radio-collared during Fall 1990 showed
dispersal movements as of September 1992.
Indirect evidence that also suggests young bull
dispersal may be uncommon in Michigan involves
the traditionally high bull:cow ratio seen in the
herd (>60:100). Although bull elk in general show
greater age-specific mortality than cows (causing
bull:cow ratios to drop significantly from -1:1),
dispersal canies an additional significant risk of
mortality for young bulls (nook 1970, CluttonBrock et al. 1982, Geist 1982, Hurley and
Sargeant 1991), which leads to even lower
bull:cow ratios in elk herds. Flook (1970) found
bull:cow ratios of 85:100 in fenced areas of Elk
Island National Park, Alberta, where dispersal was
prevented by the enclosing of the herd. Compa-

rable ratios in nearby Banff or Jasper National
Parks, Alberta, where elk herds are not enclosed,
were 37: 100. The impedance of yearling dispersal
and elimination of the associated mortality was
felt to be responsible for these highly different
ratios (Flook 1970, Geist 1982). Similarly,
Murphy (1963) documented a high (55: 100)
bull-cow ratio in an enclosed population of elk in
Missouri. The potential magnitude of the increased mortality associated with dispersing
immature bulls was also demonstrated by Heptner
et al. (1961) (in Geist 1982) in the USSR with
comparisons between elk and red deer populations. Red deer bu1l:cow ratios in 4 lleserves
ranged from 63-83:100, while elk bu1l:cow ratios
on 2 reserves were 27-33:lOO. Since elk are a
colonizing or dispersing form relative to red deer,
dispersal theory predicts that red deer should have
higher bul1:cow ratios than elk due to lower bull
mortality rates (Geist 1982). Thus, the significantly lower bull:cow ratios seen in elk relative to
red deer in the USSR reserves again shows that
dispersing immature elk are highly vulnerable and
subsequently suffer increased mortality relative to
established bulls and cbws, resulting in naturally
low bull:cow ratios in elk populations where
animals are free to disperse.
Bull:cow ratios have traditionally been high in
the Michigan herd, usually greater than 50-60: 100
(Moran 1973, Beyer 1987, Bender 1992). Moran
(1973) attributed this high ratio to 'We classic
structure of an unexploited elk herd under average
range conditions*', due to the similarity with the
55:100 bull:cow ratio observed by Murphy (1963)
for an unexploited captive elk herd in Missouri.
However, the much lower bull:cow ratios documented for unexploited elk populations by Flook
(1970) in Canada and Hepmer et al. 1961) in the
USSR indicate that lack of hunting exploitation
alone may not result in high bull:cow ratios. The
absence of harvest likely contributes to high
bull:cow ratios, but Flook's (1970) ratios on elk
populations in Banff and Jasper National Parks
suggest that the absence of harvest alone is
insufficient to create the high bull:cow ratios seen
in largely unexploited confined elk populations in
Missouri (Murphy 1963). on Elk Island (Flook
1970), and in the pre-1984 Michigan herd (Moran
1973) (the Michigan herd has been hunted annually since 1984 with no decline in observed
bu11:cow ratios; however, the MDNR harvest
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strategy is designed to maintain the existing high
bull:cow ratios). The historic high bull:cow ratios
of the Michigan elk herd thus provide other
i n d i i evidence that dispersal movements of
yearling or other young bulls may be uncommon
in this population

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although yearling bull dispersal was not observed in Michigan, the lack of juvenile dispersal
is still very important to the dynamics of
Michigan's elk herd. Yearling bulls are not being
actively dispersed by dominant bulls, and thus are
likely much less vulnerable than juvenile bulls in
typical Western USA elk populations. The
absence of yearling bull dispersal, and subsequent
low juvenile bull mortality rates relative to Westem elk populations, contributes significantly to
many of the unique attributes of the Michigan
herd.
The historically high bull:cow ratios seen in the
Michigan herd are at least partially attributable to
the lack of juvenile bull dispersal. By minimizing
mortality in this segment of the bull population,
more bulls survive into older age-classes, resulting
in the high bu1l:cow ratios seen in the Michigan
herd These high bull:cow ratios may in turn
provide positive feedback to further minimize
dispersal. With so many bulls around, elk in
Michigan have apparently adopted a breeding
system based on numerous small, dispesed
harems to avoid constant harem possession
conflicts (Bender 1992). In this rutting system,
juvenile bulls, who pose little breeding threat to
harem-masters, are tolerated, as the act of driving
them away would likely bring unwanted attention
to the harem from other harem-capable bulls.
Thus, a positive feedback mechanism may be
present in Michigan, whereby high bull:cow ratios
produces tolerance of juvenile bulls in or adjacent
to harems, resulting in lack of dispersal by juvenile bulls, which lowers juvenile bull mortality,
thus maintaining high bulkcow ratios. Which
variable, the absence of juvenile dispersal or a
high bull:cow ratio, drives this hypothetical
relationship is unclear.
The lack of juvenile dispersal may be the result
of several factors. As outlined above, high
bull:cow ratios may result in the abandonment of

aggressive juvenile dispersal by dominant breeding bulls. Secondly, the impetus for juvenile
dispenal may be lacking in Michigan. Total elk
density is low, per capita resource availability is
high, and juvenile bulls are not being actively
dispersed by dominant bulls. Dispersal may
therefore not be seen simply because juvenile bulls
have no proximate reasons to disperse (although
the likely ultimate driver of dispersal, increased
reproductive success, should still be operating).
Finally, it is possible that greater dispersal movements may not be seen until bulls reach age 2.5, as
is common in red deer and some Westem elk
populations (although no dispersal movements
have yet been observed for 2.5 year-old elk radiocollared as calves during Fall,1990). However,
bulls in general exhibit greater movements than do
cows, partly as a consequence of food acquisition
behaviors and partly as a predator-avoidance
behavior. The greater movements of bulls in
general should not be confused with true dispenal
movements, which involve the complete, or at
least seasonal, abandonment of a previous home
range.
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